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TVOL. XIII.— NO. 35. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1884. WHOLE NO. 655.
She Holland (Sitij
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, - - MIOHIGAN.
OFFICE: No. 52 EIGHTH STREET.
WILLIAM If" ROGERS.
Editor and Publisher.
Term* of Subscription:
SI. SO per year if paid in advance; Si, 75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at six month.
JOB PRINTING Promptly ami Noatly Eiecntei.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil.) 75 cents for
first Insertion, and 25 cents Tor each subsequent
insertion for any period under three mouths.
1 3 m. | 6 m. I It.
EENG8, D. R., Drnjj Store. Fine Dines, Med-
Al icines, Fancy Goode, Toilet Articles and
Perfumeries. River etreet.
\rANPUTTEN,Wii., Dealer in Drugs, Modi-
V cines.Palnts, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W.ViHDmBiBo’sFamllyMedlclnesjRlverSt.
1 Square ...... ...........2 .................. 330 5 00 8 005 00 8 00 10 003 “ ............... 8 00 10 00 17 00
Column ................ 10 00 17 00 25 0*.)
x •• ..................17 00 25 OO 40 001 “ ................. 25 00 40 00 65 00
£ocictie<s.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Rail Roatls.
Chicago & West Michigan Railway.
Talcing Effect, Sunday, .1/ay 18, 1884.
From Holland
to Chicago.
Ni’t
Exp.
p.m.
10103
10 30
10 40
11 32
11 55
1 25
1 50
3 15
730
a. m.
p. m.'a. m.
1 lO’lO 15
.... 10 35
.. .|10 45
2 03,11 30
2 17,11 50
3 00
3 10
4 10
6 50
p.m
1 05
1 15
2 80
5 25
p.m.
From Chicago
to Holland.
TOWNS. Mail.
Day
Exp.
Ni’t
Exp.
p. ra. p. in. a. ra.
....Holland ..... 2 55 10 05 4 50
East Saueatuck 2 45 4 28
• New Richmond. 2 45 9 42 4 18
..Gd. Junction.. 2 05 9 07 3 30
. ...BauKor. ... 2 37, 8 55 3 10
.Benton Harbor. 12 40 8 00 1 55
. .St. Joseph. .. 12 30 7 55 1 50
..New Buffalo..11 30 7 18 12 45
....CbicuKo ..... 8 55 3 40 9 55
a. m.,p. m.lp. m.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to From Grd. Rapids
Grand Rapids. to Holland.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Holland to From MuskegonMuskegon. to Hollantf
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland to From Allegan toAllegan. Holland.
• Mixed trains,
t Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sun-
day. All trains ran by Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland, going north, at
7:50 a m. arriving at Grand Ranids at 10:15 a m,
and at 10:05 p m. arriving at Muskegon \l 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south,
at 5 50 a m and 8:55 am.
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
Taking Effect August lOfA, 1884.
. Train Connection*.
At Toledo, with all railroads diverging. At Dun-
dee, with T. A. A. ft G. T. At Britton, with
Wabash, 8t Lonls ft Pacific. At Tecnmseh, with
Lake Shore ft Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L. 8. ft M. S. At Hanover with L. 8. ft M. S. At
Homer, with L. 8. ft M. S. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Mar-
shall, with M. 0. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
Chicago ft Grand Trank and M. C. R. R. At Mon-
telth, with Grand Rapids ft Indiana. At Allegan,
with Chicago ft West Mich, and L. 8. ft M. 8.
Trains all daily except Sunday.
B. McHUGH,
General Passenger Agent
Attonsys.
TTOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
II Notary Public; Blur street.
Coaalailfla IwohaH.
T>BACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and
X> dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce. High-
est market price paid for wheat. Ofloe in Brick
•ton cor Eighth ftPlsh streets, Holland, Mich. 17
p ra. p.m. a. m. |a. m.;p. m. p.m.
10 05 3 no +5 0) ....Holland. ... 10 10 1 15 9 50
3 12 5 13 ....Zeeland ..... 10 0» ..... 9 40
3 30 5 A5 ..Hudsonvilie... 9 45 9 15
3 43 5 50 ....Grandviile..,9 32 8 55
10 A'. 4 00 6 10 ..Grand Rapid*.. 9 15 12 25 +8 35
p.m. p. ra. a. m. a. m. p. m. p.m.
p. m. a. m. a. m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
3 00 10 10 5 20 ....Holland. ... 1 in 3 U) 9 40
3 25 10 30 5 55 ...West Olive... 2 35 9 17
3 35 10 41 6 10 2 27 9 07
4 00 11 00 6 35 ..Grand Haven..12 25 2 03 8 50
4 05 11 OS 6 40 ...Ferry* bur j?... 12 3) 2 (JO 8 40
4 40 1) 45 7 15 ... Muakegon... 11 55 1 25 +8 05
p m. p.m. a. m. p.m. p. m. p.m.
p. m.
3 00
a. m.
•3 00
a. m.
10 10 ..Holland..
p. m.
5 10
a. m. | p. m.
10 10| 1 85
3 20 8 30 10 25 .Fillmore.. 4 55 9 50: 1 05
8 35 8 50 10 84 .Hamilton. 4 45 9 42 12 50
3 47 980 JO 44|. Donning..
11 06 ..Allegan..
4 35 9 80| 12 15
4 15 10 10 4 15 9 05|*11 35
p. m. a.m. a. m. p. ra. a. m. | p. m.
TX7ALSH HEBER, Druggist ft Pharmacist; a
vv full stock of goods appertaining to tbe bus-
iness.
Funitori.
\f EYER, BROUWER ft CO.. Dealers in all
avI kinds of Furniture. Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc. : River st.
3»ciral Oialsri.
Y/AN PUTTEN G„ ft &>NS., General Dealers
V in D17 Goods, Groceries. Crockery. Hate
and Caps, Flour. Provision*, etc. ; River street.
Hotili.
/~5lTY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.\J The ouly first-class Hotel in the city. Is
located In the business center ot the town, and has
one of tho largest and best sample rooms in the
State. Free bus iu connection with the Hotel.
Holland, Mich. 10-ly
TJUCENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
I. Located near tho Chi. ft W. Mich. R'y depot,
has good facllitie* for the traveling i»uhllc. and It*
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda-
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
OCOTT’ JiOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.O Thl* hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish str*. Terms, $1.50 per day. Good accom-
modattous can alwavs be relied on. Holland,Mich. ' 8-ly
Liver tslSile Sutler
T)OONE fl„ Li very and Sale Stable. Office
L) andbarnon Marketstreet. Everything first-
class.
TTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
11 stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al-
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott'sHotel. 33-tf
VTTBBELINK, J. U., Livery aud Sale Stable;
ii Ninth street, near Market.
Xisufietoriee, kllli, Cbcfi, Etc.
TJACELS. VAN PUTTEN ft CO.. Proprietors1 of Piwjijtr Hillt; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
WAN KAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
V and Machinery, cor. River end Ninth street.
Phriicimi.
OEST. R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
I-> found in his office, cor. River and Eighth
streets in Vanderveen’s Block.
JT" HEMEUS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Reii-
lY. dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers ft
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., aud
from 5 to 6 p. m. 50-ly
VTATES, 0. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
X at residence on the corner of River aud
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the lute
Dr. B. Ledeboer. 43-ly.
Yf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon ;
*Tl office at Graafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p. m. 26-ly.
PbfoffHpbir.
TTIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
XX lery opposite this office.
Watobu sal Jivsiry.
O REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
D dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Xlarket
and EUhth Street.
TTnTKHUYSEN, H., dealer in Watches, Clock*,
vv Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets. Holland Mich. 24-ly.
@«r pathrijs.
i. o. of o. r.
HollandClty Lodge. No. 192, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich., onTuesdayEvening
of each week
Visltingbrothers arecordiallylnvited.
L. D. Baldus, N. G.
William Baumqartel, K. 8.
F. & A. M.
AREOULABCommunication of Unitt Lodqi,
No. 191. F. ft A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock sharp, on Wednesday
evenings.Jan. 9, Feb. 6, MarchS.Aprll 9, May?,
June4. July2. Aug. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29.
Nov. 26, Dec. 81. St. John’s days June 24, and
Dec. 87.
R. B. Best, W. M.
D. L. ttoTV. Sec'v.
mditionnl $oqI.
* aonn wist Ciatul Tim* aonia east
Pass. Mix’d Pass. STATIONS Pass. Pass. Mix’d
k. X. A. X. P. X. A. X. P X. P. X.
10 10 5 20 5 10 L.Toledo.A11 10 5 10 6 50
11 02 8 00 6 05
..Dundee’.. 10 10 4 15 4 50
11 24 8 52 627
...Britton..946 8 62 4 09
11 29
11 39
9 02
9 30
6 81
6 41
.Rldgewav.
.Tecnmseh.
9 42
9 32
8 47
8 37
4 00
3 87
11 55 9 57 6 57 9 17 8 22 800
12 08 10 28 7 10 9 05 8 08 2 80
12 30 11 15 7 33 .Addison.. 843 2 45 1 46
12 48 11 52 750 ..Jerome.. 8 28 2 28 1 10
12 55 12 07 7 57 ..Moscow.. 820 221 12 55
1 06 12 30 8 07 ..Hanover. 8 09 2 10 12 80
1 17 12 50 8 18 ..Pulaski.. 759 1 69 11 55
1 88 1 88 8 40 .. Homer.. 7 87 1 88 11 00
2 05 2 42 9 09 ..Marshall . 7 11 1 12 986
2 17 3 10 9 22 ...Ceresco.. 6 59 1 00 9 20
2 36 3 52 9 40 Battle Cr’k 640 12 42 8 32
2 56 4 40 P. X. A. X. 12 22 7 M
3 M 4 57 12 15 788
3 10 5 U ..Richland.. 12 09 725
3 45 6 80 ..Montleth. 11 80 6 00
3 53 6 50 ....Fl*k.... 11 27 5 46
3 59 7 04 ..Kellogg.. 11 21 585
4 10 725 A Allegan L 11 10 5 15
P. X. P. X. A. X. A. X.
&
Produce. Etc.
( WHOLESALE.)
(Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples, ^ bushel ..................
Beans, bushel ................
Butter. V lb ....................
Eggs, ¥ doaen ....................
Honey, V to ......................
Onions, bushels ................
Potatoes, V bushel ...............
beta a.
Beans. *1 Kel
Butter, V 15 ......................
Eggs per dozen ...................
Honey per fi) .....................
Onions, per bushel ...............
Potatoes, pea bushel ...............
freln. Feed. Etc.' (WHOLESALE.)
(Corrected every Friday by W.
Barley,* 100 lb. ...................
Clover seed, * 1b ..................
Corn Meal * 100 lbs ................
Corn, shelled * bushel ............
FlnVfcornM e'al B 100 t.s ! ’
Hay, N ton ....................... 7 00
Proposed Improvement of
Cedar Street Special
Street Assessment
District.
City of Holland. )
Clerk’s office, Sept. 10, 1884. f
Notice is hereby given that the Com-
mon Council of the City «f Holland have
caused to be made and deposited with
the city clerk for public examination,
plans, diagrams and estimates for the pro-
posed graveling of that part of Cedar
street, lying between the center of
Seventh street and the north line of
Twelfth street In the city «f Holland,
which part of said street has been desig-
nated by the Common Council as “Cedar
street special street assessment district.”
That a strip 20 feet wide through the cen-
ter of that part of Cedar street, lying be-
tween the center of Seventh street and the
north line of Twelfth street in the city of
Holland, designated by the Common
Council of said city as Cedar street special
street assessment district, be graveled to
an average thickness of 8 incheSjSO spread
that the same will be 10 inches thick in
the center and six inches thick on the
sides, of the kind used on Ninth street, or
of a kind equal thereto, in accordance
with the prayer of the petition of H.
Wykhuysen and others and in conformity
with the estimate of the expense thereof
as reported by the city surveyor and now
on file in the office of the city clerk.
That all the expense of graveling said
part of said Cedar street be defrayed by a
special assessment upon the lots and
lauds lying and abutting on said part of
said street and on the street intersections
according to frontage, each foot front to
be assessed alike. That said Improve-
ment was determined upon by the
Common Council at their meeting of
September 16, 1884, at which meeting
it was
Resolved, That on Tuesday, the 7th day
of October, 1884, at 7:30 p. m., the Com-
mon Council will meet at their rooms to
consider any objections to said diagrams
and estimates that may be made.
By order of the Common Council.33-3t Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
lomctAL.j
Common Council. _ ___
Bollard, Mich., September 80, 1884,
The Common Council met pursuant to adjourn-
ment and waa called to order by the Mayor.
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aid. Ter Vree,
Roee, Beukema. Burgees, Werkmau, Nyland,
Boyd and the clerk.
Reading of the minutes dlepensed with and the
regular order of business suspended.
The clerk presented the following proposals for
grading ana graveling Eleventh street special
street assessment district, to-wit: K. Van Uaaf-
ten, for grading, 14 cents per cubic yard, for grav-
ellng, 88 esnta per cubic yard, and for all other
work $1. P. Pfanstlehl, for grading, 11)4 cents
per cubic yard, for graveling 78 cents per cubic
yard, and for all other work $1. Konlug ft Berg-
huls, for grading. 12 cents per cubic yard, for
graveling, 75 cents per cubic yard, and for all other
work 10 cents. Ed. J. Harrington, Jr. and U.
Boone, for grading, 14 cents per cubic yard, for
gravel irom O. J. Boone’s pit i7 cents per cubic
yard, for gravel from J. De Vries pit 82 cents per
cubic yard, all other work free of charge .
On motion of Aid. Werkmau—
i?«o(e«/u That tho Job ol improving, grading and
graveling Eloveuth street, special street a«sess-
tnuul district, be and the same is hereby awarded
to Kouing and Berghuis at the prices named lu
their proposal — Adopted.
The following bills were presented for payment:
C. Odell, serv. nrc police, Apr. 2 ft Sept. 17
M. Clark, “
A. Verlee, “
J Deweerd “
§2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
For Alabastlne, Whiting and Colors in
oil, go to the Central Drug Store.
Kremerb & Bangs.
20 (& 25
80 it 1 00
0 15
it 14
<$ 14
40 ® 50
25
Q 80
1 25
15 a 16
fa 15
16
fO
80
1 00:
Middling, * 100 fi) ...........
Data, Wonshel, new ................
Pearl Bariev, * 100 fi> ...............
Rye * bash ...... ...............
Timothy Seed, * bushel ........
Wheat, white * bushel ............
Red Fultz ' “ .............
Lancaster Red, * bushel....
RETAIL.
Buckwheat, per bushel ............
Bran, per 100 lb • ..................
Barley per 100 !b> .................
Clover seed per lb ......... . .....
Cora Meal, per 100 fcs ............
Cora, shelled, per bnshel .........
Flour, per barrel ..................
Fine corn meal, per 100 lbs ........
Feed, per ton ......................
“ per lOOfts ..................
Hay per ton ...................... 9 00
Middling, per 100 Ibe .............
Oats per bushel ...................
Pearl Barley, per 100 lbs ...........
Rye per bushel ................... ®
Timothy seed, per bushel ..........
H. Beach.)
40
75
1 10
4 00
1 15
58
4 60
1 40
21 30
1 15
8 00
90
26
600
45
1 25
"4
74
77
50
80
1 25
6 50
1 25
70
4 75
1 60
24 00
1 22
10 00
1 00
82
600
55
203
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
In large and small cans at
Kremerb & Banos.
FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr.
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits
cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St.,
Phils., Pa. 12-ly
- -
Try “Mareareta,” Alfred Wright’s new
perfume. For sale by
Kremebs & Bangs.
spvtttisMfntss.
Change of Programme.
1 conclude not to sell my Book and Sta-
tionery business, but “to run It for all It la
worth”. So, I will hereafter make my
Book store, headquarters to buy School
and Miscellaneous Books, Stationery and
Blank Books of alikiidi. H. D. POST.
Bollard, Sept. 19, 1894.
; Diamond Dyes in all colon at tho Con*
tral Drug Store, only 10 cents.
IF. FL WILIMIS,
has put in bis shop
a large, now engine
and boiler, and the
latest im proved
pump machinery,
and is prepared to
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or re-
tail. at the most
reasonable prices;
also agricultural
implements of all descriptions; the Ester-
ly Twine Self-binder, the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the Ad-
vance Mower, the Grand de Tours tbree-
hoise sulky plow, the Bissel, South Bend
plow, best Id the market, the Remming-
ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalsmazoo
Spring Tooth drags, the best straight tooth
barrow for finishing land made, contain-
ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
8 inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel
Spring Tooth harrows, seeders and culti-
vators combined. Albion Wheel Spring
Tooth seeders and birrows combined,
Studebaker farm and freight wagons,
Kalamazoo open and top buggies,
new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tootb,
8-tootb, and 2-sboTel, Detour sulky culti-
vators, Aultman and Rusiel A Oo. steam
threasbera. Engines from one-horse to
one thousand horse power. Call tad lea
mge^jew goeds befera^pu^cbasin^olae-
W River 8t., Holland, Jilch., Apr. 10, *84
Geo. H. Sipp, superintending grading of Cedar
street, estimates for gravelling Tenth, Cedar
and Eleventh streets ...................... $13 75
—Allowed and warrants ordered issued on tho
citv treasurer for the several amounts.
The Clerk reported the amounts of moneys paid
from the general fund of the city for surveys pro-
files, estimates, printing, and board of assessors
for the improving of Tenth atrect special street
assessment district and Cedar street special street
assessment district to be as follows:
Tenth street, ............................. $38 00
Cedar rtreet ............................. 18 75
— Amounts ordered transferred from the street dis-
trict funds to the general fund.
The Clerk reported the following: Gentlemen!
I hereby report to your Honorable Body that ac-
cording to reports of the City Marshal, on file in
the City Clerk’s Office, there is uncollected ex-
penses for sidewalk repairs on the following de-
scribed prcmlies: Oct. 29, 1888, Mrs. J. Ailing,
s. 86 ft. ol lot 6. block 29, $14.53; May 20, 1884. Cor-
nellus Bouwman, w. k of lot 12, block 28, $9.43;
May 20th, 18B1, Dlrkju Hoffman, w. % of lot 8, blk
20, $8.22: May 20, 1884, Pieter Pfanillehl, E. U of
lot 8, block 20 $8.22; Ang. 4, 1884, Abraham Van
Plankcn, E. >4 of lot 4, block 28, $11.70; Aug. 4 -
Jan Vlsscber, lot 8, except 8. 34 feet block
$7.11 ; Aug. 4, Thomas Sullivan. N. 81 feet ol 3. !4
of lot 5, block 27, $.75*, Aug. 4, Wm. Butkau. N.
22 feet of 8. 35 feet lot 6 block 87. $.60; Aug. 4,
Henry Baum, lot 6, block 55. $18.05; Aug. 4. own-
er unknown, lot 5, block 10. $29.59; Aug. 4, owuur
unknown, lot 5. block 6, $29.97.
On motion of Aid. Rose—
Retolttd. That the amounts set forth In the said
report of tho city clerk, relative to the repairing of
sidewalks, be charged to the respective persons
therein named and against the property therein
described, and also that the several amounts and
tho persons charged therewith bo reported by the
clerk to the board of assessors for Immediate as-
sessment.— Which said resolution was adopted by
yeas and nays as follows: Yeas, Ter Vree. Rose,
Beukema, Burgess, W’erkman, Nyland and Boyd.
Nays, none. ‘
On motion the Council took a recess of 10 min-
utes. After recess Mr. M. Walker, of Port Huron,
Mich., submitted the following propositions:
GENTLEMER:-We will furnish and lay 405 feet
of 14-inch wood suction pipe, famish two 14-inch
cast iron tees, two 10-lnch cast iron crosses, one
14-inch valve and one 14-inch foot valve and
strainer, made with plank top and bottom and
heavy gauze side, properly stayed and connected,
change present connections on the ten-inch pipe,
using a portion of the ten inch pipe now in use to
make tho conuectious from the suctions to the
wrought pipe at the pumps, so as to leave every-
thing in good working order and so that the
pumps can receive and throw amount of water
specified Indoor water work* specifications, for
We will build a canal 223 feet long, six feet wide
and five feet deep, from the average water level,
using plank two Inches thick for sheet piling, bat-
tened on the outside and driven sufficiently deep
to prevent pressing in at the bottom where the
ground it sufficiently solid to bold, and where it is
too soft for the sheet piling to remain firm and
solid, will pnt in stringers and strata wllMn a foot
of bottom of canal : will pat in two sets of strainer
gates in the cana!. If we strike solid ground
nearer the bank than this proposition contem-
plates we will shorten the canal and extend the
pipe to correspond, till the solid ground is four
feet bslow the surface of the water, ior the sum of
$411.00.
We will lower the pump six feet by taking out
the present floor and foundations of pnmps and
compression chamber, will build under the sooth
wall with stone laid in water lime cement; also
under the west wall and oast wall and partition
wall, will build a wall inside, with a 20-Inch fooling
and 18 Inches at the ton so as to keep the boildlug
in shape and secure: than put in new foundation
for pumps and chsmbei and make all connections
to the pumps so thoy will be able to fill specifi-
cations, l. e. throw six one-inch streams 100 feet
high, using ring nozzles, and leave ail work In a
good and workmanlike manner for the sum of
$800. We will at no time leave the works mors
than four hours at any one time In a condition un-
able to threw at least three good fire streams; al-
so lay a six-inch tile drain to the swale, the city
famishing the sewer pipe This proposition Js
made on condition that the pnmps at p sient are
not over eighteen and one-half feet above the river.
Yours, Walkkr ft Holmes.
On motion of Aid. Werkman—
The propositions of Mr. Walker were accepted
and laid upon the table ontll lo-morrow night.
On motion of Aid. Werkman—
Geo. H. Sipp, city surveyor, was instructed to
take the levels at top of pumps and the river.
Council adjourned to Wednesday, 7:80 p. m.,
October 1st, 1884.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 1, 1884.
At a meeting of the Common Council, pursuant
res-
erk-
to adjournment, the following members were p
ent: Mayor Beach, Aid. Rose, Beukema, VV<
man, Nyland and the clerk.
There being no quorum present the Connell ad
Journed to Saturday, 7:83 p. m. October 4, 1884.
GEO. H. SIPP. tffv (JUrk.
Bier and the Sahb&th.
The public desecration of the Sabbath
intbii country began in the Postal ser-
vice. In 1810 and again in 1823, law!
were passed requiring the delivery of mail
matter en Sunday. Much opposition was
aroused and in 1820 more than 460 peti-
tions were presented to congress against
the "Sunday delivery.*1 In May, 1880, an
unsuccessful effort was made to procure
the adoption by the senate of • bill, re-
pealing so much of the act on the "regul*
tien of poit-offloes as requires tho delivery
of lottos, ptekets and papers on the ftabr
bath; and farther to prohibit the trans*
pertation of the mall on that day.11
Boom after earn# the Bnndpy newspaper.
As journalism developed and newt poured
in by railroad, stoambsat and telegraph,
the wetkiy was followed bj the daily &&d
soon the prurient craving for intelligence
most be satisfied on the Lord’s day as
well. Quite recently the country has
>een edified by the spectacle of two lead-
og New York journals, the Tribune and
ler$ld, chartering special trains to circu-
lie tbeir Sunday issues on the route be
tween N. York and Saratoga. Sunday
travel by boat and car is the next step.
Then literature and art must be used as
briber instrumeuts of desecration. Sa-
cred concerts, so called, galleries of pic-
tures and statues and public libraries are
thrown open on the Sabbath, under the
specious plea that the working classes
have no time ou weekdays to gratify their
{esthetic tastes.
But tho immediate purpose of this
article is to call attention to the fact that
beer is the most deadly enemy of the
Christian Sabbath. The "Beer Brewers’
Association” of the United States was or-
ganized in 1862, when it held its first an-
nual congress. It represents today a
capital of three hundred millions of dol-
lars, invested in breweries, malt-houses
and other adjuncts of the maoufacturo in
the United States. The business employs
vast numbers of laborers and thousands of
architects, civil engineers, masonr, car-
penters, coopers, coppersmiths &c.
In the interests of this powerful organl- •
zation, a bill was brought before the As-
sembly of the N. X. Legislature, seeking
to obtain freedom for lager beer from all
“Sunday and excise laws.” In tho argu-
ment of Jacob Worth, member for Kings
county, in favor of the bill, the followihg
proposition was laid down. The mons-
trosity of its non sequitur merits italics,
which we give:
“Lager beer is the habitual beverage of
that extensive proportion of the cititens of the
United States who are recognized alike for
their social geniality and peaceable industry:
therefore it ought not to be subject to prohibi-
tory or Sunday laws antagonistic to the na-
tional habits of those citizens.”
At the 13th annual congress of this or-
ganization, held at Cleveland, June, 1878,
the reports and addresses were very severe
and oat-spoken upon those phases of the
beer question which are affected by the
Sunday laws. The following language
was held by Louis Scbrade, attorney fer
the association. After speaking of tem-
perance legislation as dostrucii/e to the
beer business, he says: “This state of if-
fairs cannot last any longer. It is a quei-
tien with you of ‘to be or not to be.’ You
have to give up passive resistance and
take the offensive. You are In the right
aud therefore if you do not want to be re-
garded as cowards, you mutt fight. It is a
question of civil and religious liberty . . .
we are not standing alone in the great
struggle. The Irish and all other foreign
born citizens will be with ui. * * The
enormous influx ef immigration will, in a
few years, overreach the Puritanical ele-
ment in every State in the Union. The
present auomaloua and exceptional state
of affaire cannot last. The dark scenes of
the times of the Connecticut blue laws
cannot reappear. Let us organize! Let
it be our duty not to rest or sleep uotil the
Goddess of Liberty can again show her
face unveiled on this continent.”
What think you, my friend. Is there
ot something ominous in such utter-
ances? Like the low muttering of tke
thunder before the storm. Do they not
smack of revolutioa and bloodshed?
Were they not beard on the streets of
Paris on the eve of the revolution of 1789,
in the Jacobin Clubs and among the Bane-
Culottes?
Tne enormous influx of foreignsrs -.be-
tween 1873 and 1884 gives double mean-
ing to the threat of Scbrade, that any per-
sistent attempt to enforce the present Sun-
day laws would lead to an open collision.
Is the fulfilment not foreshadowed in the
recent outrages lu Iowa, when attempts to
enforce the law were met with open vio-
lence? And by tbe still more recent and
outrageous attempt to violate tbe law
against selling drink to minors, when
$500 were sent from Milwaukee to the aa^
loonists of Rockford, 111., to be distrib-
uted among young men visiting the sa-
loons!!
We are walking over pent up volcanoes.
Tbe hidden fires msy burst out at any
moment It becomes every lever of tho
Christian Sabbath to join heart and hand
with those who seek to prohibit the man-
ufacture and sale of alcoholic poison,
whether in tho form of boor or whisky or
other llqnor. If this is not dono, hoar and
whisky and tho "foreign element” to soon
to prove too much for law and order and
the Republic.
T. Romeyn Buck.
EatufiP, Mich.
V)
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THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
An asROciation has been formed in Oil
City, with a capital of $1,000,000, to pur-
chase oil property belonging to men who
will not join the association for the purpose
of shutting down the territory and restrict-
ing production. . . .Philadelphia telegram:
The Secretary of the American Iron and
Steel Association says the price of steel
rails is undoubtedly much firmer to-day
than it was a month ago. Then we heard
of the bottom price being $20.50 in Penn-
sylvania, but now no well-informed person
thinks of a lower price than $27.50.
This recovery of $1 per ton is* an
exceedingly hopeful sign of the times. . . .
The late Francis B. Hayes, of Lexington,
Mass., in willing away $8,000,000 or more,
left $10,000 each to Harvard and Dart-
mouth colleges and Berwick Academy ____
Galbraith McMullen died at Sandy Lake,
Pa., at the age of 105 ____ OneUilman, a
German, aged 75, fatally shot his wife, G5
years old, near Whitestown, Pa. •
At Pittsburgh, Abel Smith A Co.’s ex-
tensive glass works, a machine shop, and
five frame dwellings were consumed by a
tire. The loss is placed at $200,000. The
A. T. Stearns Lumber Company’s property
at Neponset, Mass., was burned, the loss
reaching $240,000. William Fuuda &
Son’s planing mill at Syracuse, N. Y., was
destroyed.
On the fair grounds at Erie, Pa., one of
the pole props holding a balloon fell when
the aerouant, Oscar Hunt, had ascended,
killing one person outright and badly crash-
ing a number of others, and resulting in
a panic. Hunt descended into the lake,
and was drowning when rescued ____
In a Brooklyn . court a sentence of three
and one-half years in the penitentiary was
passed upon a handsome woman of 20 years
named Ellen Larrabee, known to the police
as a professional burglar. She has already
served two terms in prison. A Connecticut
farmer named Daniel Shuguee has fallen in
lowe with the fair thief, and begged per-
mission to marry her.
Flames destroyed the Buckingham
Hotel at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, sixty
guests having barely time to escape with
their Hves. A force of marines from the
navy yard rendered all the aid possible.
The loss is estimated at $140,000. .. .The
directors of the New York Central Road, at
a special meeting authorized the
issue of $15,000,000 debenture bonds to
run twenty years at 5 per cent ____ Commo-
dore Thomas S. Fillebrown, commander of
the New York Navy Yard, died of heart
disease ____ A daring thief made way with a
gold bar from No. 102 Broadway, New
York, valued at $597. He was closely fol-
lowed, but made good his escape.
Dispatches from Allegany county, New
York, and the Pennsylvania line tell of a
terrible cyclone. At Shougo, eight miles
south of Wellsvillo, the town was destroyed
and four persons were killed. In
Buffalo the wind was forty-four miles per
hour, and considerable damage was
done. Great damage was inflicted at Alton,
many houses being demolished and several
persons injured. The injury to farm prop-
erty along the track of the storm is very
great __________
THE WEST.
In Dakota and Northern Minnesota the
formers have determined not to go into the
wheat-raising business as extensively as
heretofore. Many of them will take to the
cattle business as more profitable. The un-
certain seasons, the Ibw price of the cereal,
and the high freights are the causes ,
which have led to this determination ....
Near Albert Lea, Minn., three men went
out in a sailboat, which soon capsized. The
heaviest man retained hold of the craft,
while the others swam ashore for assist-
ance. One of the latter gave out before
reaching land and perished, and the
man supported by the boat becom-
ing exhausted was also drowned ____
The Illinois Liquor-Dealers’ Association
passed resolutions in favor of a general li-
cense system, and pledging its members to
use all legitimate means for the repeal of
certain objectionable features of the dram-
shop act. . . .Ex-United States Senator Nes-
mith has been placed in an insane asylum
at Portland, Oregon.
An accident to the engine of a Chicago
and Alton passenger train compelled it to
. stop between Paducah Junction and Cay-
uga, HI., and a man was sent back to flag a
freight following after, bat did not go for
enough. The freight crashed into the sta-
tionary passenger, throwing two iwssengers
oft the track and setting them on fire, they
being consumed with the engine, baggage,
and fifteen freight cars. A heavy ruin and
thunder storm prevailed at the time, but
the passengers miraculously escaped ____
The cashier of the First Nutiomd Bank at
los Vegas. New Mexico, heard robbers tun-
neling under the vault He immediately
placed guards around the building. A few
nours afterward the masonry of the vault
gave way. A Mexican descended into the
cellar to investigate and shot one of the
would-be burglar* dead. He proved to be
one of the masoas who had built the vault.
.....Frederick 8. Nichols, the chief
editor of die Memphis (Teun.) Daily Ava-
lanche, (Tied very suddenly at Daven-
port, Iowa, of paralysis of the brain... .
Gillie Leigh, a member of the British Par-
liament, lost his life in the Big Horn Mount-
ains of Wyoming, where he became sep-
arated from a hunting party. His body was
fonndat the base of a precipice ____ ‘‘Jim"
Bosey, a sporting man who retired
. in on intoxicated condition the pre-
vious night, threw himself from a third-
story window of an Indianapolis
hotel, receiving fatal injuries.^..
Three cases of Texas fever were discovered
amoUM qative milch cows at Manhattan,
Kah.. but the latter are incapable of trans-
mitting the disease ..... Wisconsin’s tobac-
co crop this year will aggregate 22,500,000
pounds, and will bring the growers about
$2,000,000 ..... A stroke of lightning at
Elmwood, III., killed a bnbe lying asleep
between its parents, leaving the latter un-
hoimed.
The managers of the Soldiers' homes
closed their examination of western points
for a new institution by a visit to Leaven-
worth, where the scenery, atmosphere,
drainage, and water supply seemed to make
a lasting impression. Gen. Franklin is un-
derstood to nave committed himself in fovor
of the site.
• Justice Field has ruled at San Fran-
cisco that Congress intended by the act of
1884 to exclude parol evidence, thus shut-
ting out Chinamen who left this country
previous to the act of 1882 ..... Miss
Wilton, a wealthy young lady of New
Y’ork, was frozen to death in a snowstorm
on Long’s Peak, in Colorado. She ascend-
ed the mountain with a guide, hut the
storm coming on he went for assistance,
and when he returned found her dead ____
Father Stack has begun anew suit at Phila-
delphia to compel Bishop O'Hara to rein-
state him in his priestly offices. The con-
test involved has been going on for more
than twelve years, .. .Leavenworth, Kas.,
has been selected as the location of the
new Western branch of the National Sol-
diers’ Home.
A large party of Inmber-yard laborers
at Michigan City, Ind., sprang into the
ferry-boat, and broke the supporting chain,
the result being the drowning of two or
more persons.
iNCENiii aries in Cleveland fired the
lumber-yard of the Saw Mill Company,
causing a loss of $20,000. One firm, which
received a threatening letter, has employed
twenty-men to guard its premises. Two
large buildings in Superior street were set
afire, but the flames were quick-
ly extinguished ..... One freight train
crashed into another near Dunlap, 111.
Michael Radigan, the engineer, was killed.
A stock car full of cattle was destroyed by
a fire ensuing ____ John Wren, dealer in dry
goods at Springfield. Ohio, failed, with lia-
bilities of $20,000; assets. $15,000 ____
Ehler & Co.'s sash and blind factory and
McCracken’s tile works at Cincinnati were
damaged $30,000 by fire ____ Only the light-
est boats can navigate the Ohio River at
Cincinnati, where the water is sixty-eight
feet lower than in February last.
and Michigan during the week beginning
Oct. 6 ____ It is expected that 800,000 votes
will be polled in Ohio at the October elec-
tion.
The Wisconsin brewers, it is said, refuse
to contribute money for the election of the
Democratic State ticket, but are working
for Cleveland ..... State councils of the
American Political Alliance have been or-
dered to make up electoral tickets for Ells-
worth and Waterman ..... The Butlerites of
New York City have nominated Hugh J.
Grunt for Mayor. The Democratic Con-
gressional dead-lock in the Second Wiscon-
sin District was ended by the nomination
of Gen. Bragg on the 150th ballot
tiE^ERAK
THE SOUTH.
At Haysville, Teun., Capt E. T. John-
son surprised Maj. Edwin Henry and shot
him dead. This is the result of a scandal
a year ago at Indianapolis, when Johnson’s
wife committed suicide, confessing previ-
ously, in letters to her husband, that she
had been seduced by Henry. From that
time JohnRpu has been on Henry’s track,
but at last has had his revenge ____ Cnpt. W.
H. James, Assistant United States Engin-
eer on the Upper Cape Fear River works in
North Carolina, committed suicide last week.
A TRAMP who assaulted a child at Shel-
by ville, Ky., was within six hours sen-
tenced to a term in the penitentiary ....
The Chinese Government has applied for
3,000 square feet of space in the New Or-
leans Exposition.
At Meadville, Miss., a mod surrounded
the Franklin County Jail, took out four
prisoners and hanged them to trees in the
yard. Two of the victims were charged
with murder and the others with outrage
and arson, respectively. Four other pris-
oners were not molested, but the lynchers
left word that they would return if the
Count)* Judge did not dispose of them at
the next term of court.
The Georgia Capitol Commission award-
ed the contract for the building to a Toledo
firm for $8(52,765. The material will be
limestone from the Bedford quarries in In-
diana ____ Mr. John W. Garrett. President
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, died
at Deer Park, Md.. after a lingering illness.
He was in his 65th year.
The bodies of George Faustrick and
Annie Manlor, strangers in the vicinity,
were found near Dallas, Tex., lying side by
side. Between them lay a revolver, two
chambers empty. Near by was found a
note: “As we cannot be united in life, we
will be in death.”
WASHiiwro:*'
Tee gold reserve in the United States
Treasury is $129,000,000, or about $15, 000,-
000 more than it was two weeks ago.
W. Q. Gresham has resigned the Post-
master Generalship and entered upon his
duties ns Secretary of the Treasury. Mr.
Coon, one of the assistant secretaries, was
designated as next in authority. Frank
Hatton becomes acting Postmaster General
for ten days. It is still asserted that either
Hugh McCulloch or George S. Bontwell
will shortly take the Treasury portfolio, and
that Gresham will be appointed to the Cir-
cifit bench at Chicago, leaving Hatton to be
Postmaster General.
It is reported that Judge Gresham will
succeed Justice Bradley on the bench of the
Supreme Court of the United States in a
few mouths.
Alfred G. Isaacson, of Montreal, has
absconded, and is a defaulter for a large
amount, the funds having been intrusted to
him for investment ____ Four students of the
Collegiate Institute at St. Catharines, Ont.,
were drowned in the canal near Port Dal-
housie.
Thomas S. Judah, a Montreal Justice
of the Peace, has been arrested on the
charge of obtaining $25,000 from G. A.
Borland under false pretenses— giving a
mortgage on property he did not own.
Borland and Judah were friends and be-
longed to the “first fomilied* of the Cana-
dian city ____ A. Dickson, an insurance
agent at Montreal, has absconded, leaving
numerous creditors.
Near Pickering Station, Ont, a broken
frog threw three coaches and a special car
of an express train down a 25-foot em-
bankment, the cars turning over a couple of
fire and i
in tor-
s and
groans of the travelers multiplied the hor-
ror of the occasion. Nobody was killed,
but a dozen were injured, some painfully.
The financial loss is said to be $100,000. ;
____ At St. Boniface, Manitoba, fire swept
away Sutherland’s extensive saw-mill and !
sufficient lumber to make the total loss
$60,000.
Canadian ranchmen complain that the
Picgan chiefs demand 10 cents on every ,
head of cattle passing through their terri-
tory from Montana to Manitoba, and en-
force it by shooting sufficient stock to
equal the tax ____ Gillie Leigh, who
recently perished in the Big Horn
Mountains, was heir to Stanley Abbey, |
one of the finest estates in England. A
brother of the deceased, now visiting in
San Francisco, is next in succession ____ :
The schooner Golden Rule capsized off
Michigan Island, Lake Superior, and two i
persons perished ____ Caceres, the Peruvian
revolutionary leader, is a fugitive, and the
country is resuming a peaceful condition.
Replies to the circular proposing a re-
duction of the pig-iron production have been
tabulated and put in shape for ready refer-
ence. The number of firms agreeing to re-
strict are as follows: Maine, 1; Vermont, 1;
New York, 9; New Jersey, 2: Pennsyl- i
vania, 23; Virginia, 5; West Virginia, 4;
Kentucky, 3; Tennessee, 2; Georgia, 2;
Alabama, 3; Ohio, 24: Indiana. 2; Illinois,
2; Missouri, 1; Michigan, 4; Wisconsin,
2; Texas, 1; Colorado, 1. Those declining
to restrict are: New York. 1; New Jersey,
1; Pennsylvania, 1; Virginia, 1; West Vir- 1
ginia, 1; Alabama, 1; Ohio, 6; Wisconsin, 1.
____ A suit for $50,000 has been brought on
account of the drowning of Mrs. E. R.
Beach in the City of Columbus disaster. . . . J
Bill Bellmont, a Toronto barkeeper, work- |
ing for $8 a week, is heir to $100,000
by the death of his father in London.
POLITICAL.
Mr. Blaine had an enthusiastic recep-
tion in Philadelphia. Thousands of peo-
ple called at the rooms of the Union League
Club to shake hands with him. In the
evening he reviewed a large political parade.
The fireworks display was stopped after
three bombs had been exploded, some of
the blazing fragments falling and burning
many pernous.
The Butlerites of Massachusetts met in
convention at Worcester. Over 1,500 dele-
gates were present and all were enthusiastic
for Bntler and the Butler platform and
party. The following candidates were nomi-
nated, all of them by acclamation and amid
enthusiastic cheering: Governor, Maj. M.
J. McCafferty, Associate Justice of the Bos-
ton Police Court; Lieutenant Governor,
Col. John F. Marsh, of Springfield; Secre-
tary of State, Col. John P. Sweeney, of
Lawrence; Treasurer, Nathaniel S. Cush-
ing, of Middleboro; Auditor, Israel W. An-
drews, of Danvers; Attorney General, Col
Thomas W. Clark, of Boston. Gen. But-
ler was present and made a characteristic
speech.... The Texas Republicans nomi-
nated a State ticket at Dallas. Judge A. B.
Norton is the candidate for Governor.
After a session of nearly twenty-four
hours, the Republican State Convention of
South Carolina nominated a ticket headed
by D. T. Corbin for Governor, eadh al-
ternate nominee being colored .... Gen.
Bntler has engaged a special train to carry
himself and Senator Grady about Ohio
FOREIti*.
_
There were 435 new cases of cholera in
Italy and 265 deaths on the 23d of Septem-
ber. In the city of Naples there were 152
deaths. There were but nine new cases in
the Alicante and Tarragona districts of
Spain, though there were fourteen deaths. ;
It is reported that a section of the Mayo
Irish Nationalists’ meeting at Balia decided
to nominate Capt. Boycott and John Will-
iam Nolly os candidates for Parliament in
their county. Capt. Boycott was once the
most execrated man in Ireland— the word
boycotting is derived from his name; Nally
is now in jail, serving a long term of impris- ;
onment for conspiracy to murder. The 1
candidature of either would be farcical. ... I
M. Ebensburg, proprietor of the Hotel
Splendide at Paris, has fled to Brazil, his
defalcations reaching $320,000. He had a
wife and family, kept three mistresses, and
deserted with a fourth ____ Li Hung Chang,
the leader of the pence party in China, has
been reinstated in tho office which he for- ’
merly held. This may be taken ns a step
toward peace with France.
It is stated that Nubar Pasha, the Egyp-
tian Premier, will make but a formal ac-
knowledgment of the protest of France,
Austria, Russia, and Germany against
the suspension of the Egyptian sinking
fund ...... The prevalence* of cholera
will prevent the Papal Consistory as-
sembling at Rome until Decem-
ber. Archbishop Ryan, of Philadel-
phia, has been granted a special rescript,
however, so that he may attend the Balti-
more conference with all the authority that
the pallinm confers ____ The corporation of
Limerick, by a vote of 18 to 2, resolved not
to proride for the payment of the special
tax, even when reduced by the Lord
Lieutenant. Patrick Egan .cabled from
Nebraska his approval of their decision.
Deaths in Europe from cholera thus far
number 14,132, of which 7,974 were in Italy,
5,798 in France, and 360 in Spain. . . .En-
glish detectives, in anticipation of mischief
by dynamiters, are keeping a close watch
on suspicions characters fa London. . . .The
Mackcy-Bennett Cable Company is making
lavish preparations for the beginning of op-
erations, and a war in cable ratdb is ex-
pected ____ Prince Albert Victor Christian
Edward, eldest son of the Prince of Wales,
will he of age next January, and Parlia-
ment will be asked to vote an allowance of
$50,000 a year. The Radicals will op-
pose the grant ..... Cairo dispatches state
that Wolseley has started for the front .....
Gladstone has returned from his tour in
Scotland ..... Christine Nilsson was thrown
frem her cab, in London, and sastained
some severe ininries to the left knee and
right hand.. ...Minister Lowell is to de-
liver ap oration at the opening of the medi-
cal institnte at Birmingham ..... American
visitors are hurrying home a month earlier
than they otherwise would, on account of
the coming election. •
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
The estimates submitted by Inspector
Haworth to the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs made the following allowances for the
maintenance of Indian schools for the next
fiscal year: Forest Grove School, Oregon,
$46,506; Genoa, Neb., $31,76f; Lawrence,
Kan., $62,250: Himptou. Va., $25,250;
Cnrlise, Pa., $101,000: Chllocca, I. T.,
$36,126; Alaska, $25,000; schools in States
and Territories, $116,900; tranfqrorta-
tion, $20,000; general educational pur-
poses, buildings, etc., $790,950; construo-
lioa and repairs, $75,000 ____ Portraits of
the wives of Presidents Tyler and Polk
were hang in the green room of the White
House last week ____ Postmasters commis-
sioned: John D. Adair, North Salem, Lid.;
Wm. S. Moore, Meadville, Neb.; Albert M.
Beldou, Commonwealth, Wis.
The Rounds Type and Press Company,
of Chicago, whose liabilities are $45,000,
has made an assignment to Samuel D.
Ward. It would appear that S. P. Rounds,
by a lifetime of hard work, built up a pros- I
perous business, which he sacrificed for one
term as Public Printer at Washington ____ |
A boat containing Gardiner's theatrical party i
capsized at Oshkosh, Wig., and all narrowly
escaped drowning ____ The Buffalo Glucose
Company shipped two train-loads of corn
to Chicago and realized a profit of 16 cents
a bushel.
Five hundred colored Masons of New
England gathered at Boston last week and
celebrated the centennial anniversary of
the granting of an English warrant to the
African lodge ____ In a five-mile boat-race !
at Point of Pines, near Boston, Teemer
defeated Ross by hidf a length. Ross was
given a start of five seconds, and the stakes 1
amounted to $2,000.
The Tammanyites have made their nom-
inations for city officers in New York. John
Kelly made a speech, in which he said that
Tammany would give Cleveland a “full,
fair, and honorable support."....!]*- Senator
Thomas F. Grady ^ was egged by a band of
workingmen during a political meeting in
Albany.
Hoos are dying by wholesale of pleuro-
pneumonia in Western Maryland, Gov.
Hamilton having lost over one hundred. 1
The disease has been spread by the casting
of dead animals into the river ..... Mrs.
Barbara Becht, of Louisville, arose from
her bed to hunt for a cat. Her clothes
took fire from a candle, and she was burned
to death.
Vernon Harcourt, the British Home
Secretary, suggested to a company manu-
facturing explosives the necessity of guard- !
ing their warehouses at night. A reply was
sent that the plan would cost $125,000 per
annum, and asking that a duty be placed
on foreign-made dynamite as n protection
against American and Germ in competition.
____ Dynamiters attempted to blow up the
Council Chamber at Snlislxiry, England. A
number of window* were shuttered.
Loss of trade being ihrettened by boats,
which are delayed frequently because of
low water, the WelUnd Canal officials pro-
pose feeding that dyke from the Grand I
River whenever the lake level causes in-
convenience ____ On account of thuiecent
seizure of the American schooner Island
Belle by the custom collector at Gnnunoqne.
Ontario, the Y. 8. revenue cutter Bibb
overhauled the Canadian schooner Annie
Falconer at Charlotte, and reported her at
Washington for a fine of $5(Hi because the
captain Kid no manifest.
He that visits the sick in hopes of a
legacy, let him be never so friendly in
all other cases, I look upon him in .this
to be no better than a raven that watch-
es a weak sheep only to pick out its
eyea.— Seneca.
CAMPAIGN EOBOES.
Blaine la New York.
fNew York dlopatok.]
Hr. Blaine received a great oration at the
headquarters of the National Committe on
Fifth avenue. Fifth avenue, from Twenty-
aixth to Twenty-ninth street, was crowded
with fifteen thousand people long before nine
o’clock, the hour api>ointed for Mr. Blaine’s in-
troduction. A platform had been erected in
front of the parlor wlntlows of the headquar-
ters, aud it was tastefully decorated with'fiags.
A baud of music played many lively airs, and
electric lights aud fireworks lit up the acene.
The enthusiasm of tneicrowd was extraordinary.
Mr. Blaine, stepping to the front of the plat-
form, said:
“To be received by the city of New York is in-
deed an honor; to be received by such a mag-
nificent demonstration as that which I neo be-
fore me touches me deeply, moves me deeply,
and calls for the most sincere and heartfelt
thanks. Your m-cat emporium, this city of New
York, reprcsenpi in its growth and grandeur
the United Btatts of America. It is not merely
the chief munisipnhty of the United States; it
is the commercial metropolis of the continent,
and I conceive it to »*« one of the chief honors of
my life to bo thus welcomed to its hearty hospi-
tality. I renew to yon and Impress upon you
the gratitude I feci— the thankfulness I oiler for
all that you tender mc.“ [Biioute of “You are
welcome 1" and continued cheers. J
Mr. Blaine was followed into his parlors by
rounds of cheers When he had disappeared,
Emery A. Storrs, of Chicago, United States Sen-
ator Hawley, aud other gentlemen made short
addresses.
A delegation of forty members of' the Union
League Club of New York called on Mr. Blaine
and presented him with an address declaring
that the question of questions before the people
was: “Shall the American idfa of a tarllf for the
protection of American lalxir and industries be
maintained as the settled policy of the United
States V" The members pledged their hearty
support to Mr. Blaine for his stand on this ques-
tion. Mr. Blaine .briefiy and eloquently returned
thanks to the deputation far their courtesy and
support
Mr. Blaine left New Y’ork for Philadelphia at
6:80 v. m., accompanied by a large party of
prominent Republicans. The train stoppeiUit
Newark, Trenton, Rahway, Clinton, aud other
points, where Mr. Blaine briefly addressed the
people who turned out to greet him. The party
reached Philadelphia after midnight.
Over seven hundred different works
havfc thus far been published in Ger-
many on vegetarianism, in addition to a
monthly magazine on the subject.
Hand- made envelopes cost originally
5 cents each. The envelope-machine
now turns them out so that a thousand
may be sold for 30 cents.
THE MARKET.
NEW YORK.
Beeves .......................... f5.oo & 7.00
Hoos ............................. 6.00 6.50
Flour— Extra ................... 4.00 6.00
Wheat-No. 2 Spring ............ 85 .86
No. 2 Red ............... 8f. (ft .88
Corn— No. 2 ...................... sh <>4 .co
Oath— White ...................... 8G .41
Pohk— New Mess ............... 16.75 @17.25
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. C.50 @ 7.00
Good Slilpplng ......... G.00 @ 6.50
Common to Fair ....... 4.0o @ 5.00
Hoos ..... . ....................... 5.50 ©6.25
Flour— Fakcy White Winter Ex 4.25 © 4775
Good to Choice Spring. 4.00 @ 4.50
Wheat-No. 2 Spring ............. 76 @ .78
No. 2 Red Winter ....... 70 <<5 .80
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 72 © .74
Oath-No. 2 ....................... 25 & .26
Rye-No. 2 ........................ 54 .56
Barley— No. 2 .................... cs g> .65
Botteb— Choice Creamery ....... 26 © .28
Fine Dairy ............. 20 © .24
Cheese-FuII Cream ............. 11 © .12
Hkfmmed Flat .......... 06 © .07
Eons— Fresh ...................... is © .la
Potatoes— New, per bu .......... 25 © .80
PORK— Mess ..................... 16.25 ‘@16.75
Lard .............................. 0754© .07J4
TOLEDO.
Wheat— N a 2 Red ................ 78 © .79
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 53 © .56
Oath-No. 2 ............. .24 © .26 J4
MILWAUKEE.
WHEAT-No. 2 ..................... 75 & .76
Corn -No. 2 ....................... 63 © .55
OAT8-N0. 2 ....................... 28 © .29
Barley-No. 2. ................... 67 © .58
PoRK-Mess ...................... 15.60 ©16.00
Lard ............................. 7.25 © 7.75„ ST. LOUW.
Wheat-No. 2 ..................... 79 © .80
COBN-Mixed ...................... 58 © .60
OaTS-Nq. 2 ...................... 25 © .26
R™ ................................ 60 © .62
POBK-Mess ................. 16.50 ©17.25
CINCINNATL
Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 78 © .80
Corn ............................. 66 © .57
Oath— Mixed ...................... 27 © .20
PORK-Mess ...................... 16.60 @17.25
Lard .............................. 07^© .o7J4
DETROIT.
Flour ............................ 5.25 © 5.75
Wheat-No 1 White ........... .so © .81
Corn -Mixed ................... 53 © .54
OATS-Na 2 Mixed .............. • .28 @ .28
PoRK-NewMess ................. 18.00 ©18.M
INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red, New .......... 77 © .79
Corn— Mixed ..................... so © .52
Oats— Mixed ..................... 25 © .26
„ T, EAST LIBERTY.
CATTLE-Bcst .................... 6.25 © 6.75
Fair ..... i; ....... 6.76 ©6.25
Cbmmon. ..... . ..... 4.25 © 4.75
Hoofl ............................. 6.00 © 5.50
Sheep ........... 8.75 ©4.76
Hendricks at Hamilton.
[Hamilton (O.) telegram.)
The Democrats held one of tiie largest ra eet-
Ings to-day and to-night t-ver held in this coun-
ty. The crowd present was estimated at from
twentv-flve to forty thousand. A large number
came from Indiana. The chief Interest was the
appearance of Mr. Hendricks. The other speak-
ers present were Allen G. Thurman. Gov. Dead-
ly, and Durbin Ward. Lett* rs of regret were
sent by Gov. Cleveland and Senator Payne.
Mr. Hendricks was introduced bv ex-Senator
Thurman, and commenced by saying that he
had before him an article written for the Com-
mercial (iaielle, and copied very extensively
by Republican papers, to the effect that in
1863 a club was formed at what waa
called the Stone Honsc, in 8t. Clair Township,
this county, by about seventy persons, who
were disloyal to the Union, called the Vallanffig-
ham Club, and that he (Hendricks) was invited
and came to St. Clair Township and helped
form the club. “1 wish to say,“ be continued,
“that I never knew there was a house called the
Stone ]House, nor a B*. Clair Township, until I
saw it in this article. I only refer to tills as an
example of fhc multitude of false statements
the Republican press has put in circulation
about the Democratic candidates. A lie never
hurts a man; it is the truth that hurts."
Mr. Hendricks then turned to other topics,
first arguing that it w as time lor a change in the
administration, even if there was no rcandal in
the present administration. He repeated his ar-
gument on this point used in other addresses,
and In the main devoted his time to the same
line followed in other places. The meetiug was
very enthusiastic, and, by reason of its great
size, much enthusiasm existed at times, ren-
dering it difficult to hear what was said.
John II. Gough Speaks for SL John.
[Boston dispatch.]
Fellow citizens, I am no politician, and I am
not going to make a political speech. For forty-
two years I have boen^figliting this liquor trade
—against the trade that robbed me ol seven of
the best years of my life. I have long voted the
Republican ticket, boning always for help in >ny
contest in the Republican party. But wo have
been expecting something from that party in
vain, and now, when they have treated the most
respectful appeal from the most resectable men
In this countrv with silent contempt, 1 say it is
time to leave off trusting and to express our
opinion of the party. (Applause.] I do
not believe in compromises of any
sort, nor have I believed in them at
any time in my career. I have fought
the driuk traffic right straight through, and I
want IToiiibltionists to show an uncompromis-
ing front to that traffic, [“Hear!'' “Hear!”]
We are fighting a tremendous evil, and we
must make sacrifices if they become necessary.
But there must be no compromise with the
enemy. You must stand to your principles.
They talk about protection, but we temperance
people have no protection whatever. [Cheers.]
W'e want protection from the liquor tratfia for
the widow and the orphan and the children.
[Applause. 1 That Is why I changed my politics,
and if I live until the first Tuesday in Novem-
ber I shall give my vote fort he Prohibitory can-
didate. (Cheers.) With political parties and
with demagogic methods of argument and
abuse we have nothing to do. 1 believe that
tree whisky in the United States and Benjamin
Butler’s teachings would bring about a Woody
revolution in this country in less than five
years, and I pray God to give us good men to
rule over ns. I have defined my position, and
with God’s help I will stick to it the remainder
of my life. [Loud cheers.)
Logan in Ohio.
[Youngstown (Ohio) special!
Gen. Logan way given an ovation in this city.
Fully fifty thousand people from Eastern Ohio
and Western Pennsylvania were present. All
the Blaine and Logan clubs within a radius of
sixty miles participated. Thousands of dollar*
were expended in decorations, the city present-
ing a moat attractive appearance. At noon a
parade took place, all the industries of the city
aid Mahoning Valley being represented. Ten
thousand people were in line, the procession oc-
cupying nearly two honra in passing a given
point Gen. Logan was escorted to the fair-
grounds, where ho addressed an audience of
2u,ouo, speaking for two hours on the political
issues of the campaign. He was followed by
Gen. Noyes and PrinOe DalzelL
Leaving Y’oungstown, Gen. Logan went to
Affiance, where he addressed an audience of
7,000 people. He afterward spoke to large audi-
ences at Akron and Canton.
Iliitler in Massachusetts.
[Lowell (Mass.) telegram.)
The first ratification meeting undor the aus-
pices of the people's Party was held this even-
ing. It was one of the largest political gather-
ings in this city for many yearn. Gen.o Bntler
in his speech said: "The tariff, laid by the Re-
publican party, was laid during .the war, and
haioiot been substantially changed since. Tnat
litfUortuate. But when we do change it, we
want to see to it that it la changed in the wav I
indicate— that is beat to promote and foster
American labor."
(Boston dispatch.]
The People's party opened its campaign at
Lynn with a reception to Gen. Butler and two
immense rallies. The ex*Governor and Senator
Grady spoke at the Music Hall The former, in
the coarse of his remarks, said there were more
bad men in the Republican party than in the
Democratic. The latter bad onlv elected one
President in twenty years, and then he had not
the courage to take his seat. He advised bis
hearers to vote with the People § party for three
or four years, and if that did them no good then
they could return to the old parties. The
General closed by saying that when be saw the
sorrow of the poor and lowly at the funeral of
Wendell Phillips he had said: "What greater
reward can any man have?" He afterward ad-
dressed an andience at the Coliseum.
Belford Will Not Bolt
(Denver (Col) dispatch.]
There la no truth in the statement that Con-
gressman Belford intends to ran as an Inde-
pendent candidate for Congress with the in-
dorsement of the Greenback party of this State.
He did send to Washington for certain
Democratic documents, but Us purpose was not
to use any material they might contain against
the Republican party.
fitg $t»s.
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HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.
Mbs. Belt a Lockwood, another can-
didate for the Presidencyr rides a bicy-
cle. A female President astrido an alti-
tndinons wheel, spinning over the as-
phalt pavements of Washington, might
not be an uninteresting spectacle.
Last year 971 fatal mining accidents
were registered under the coal mining
act of Great Britain, against 87C in
1882; loss of life for the same years,
1,054 and 1,126. There were tw.enty-
five explosions of fire damp last year,
attended with a loss of 134 lives, against
thirty-five explosions for 1882, with a
loss of 250 lives.
James Gordon Bennett has a great-
er number of houses awaiting his occu-
pation than any other American. He
has one in Fifth Avenue and another in
Fort Washington, and then his rooms
at the Herald establishment arc a snug
place for a bachelor. His Newport vil-
la is always in readiness, and he has
also a fine establishment in Paris.
Washington Wells, a man of 70,
born of colored parents in Warren
County, Virginia, visited Hagertown,
Md., recently, and was an object of in-
terest, from the fact that his skin has
changed to that of a white man. The
change commenced sixteen years ago.
and has now progressed so far that the
color has disappeared from nine-tenths
of his person. His case has puzzled
the medical fraternity.
The richest farmer in the world— the
richest man with farming for his chief
or only business— died two months ago
at Buenos Ayres. His name was Nich-
olas Anchorena, and his executors re-
port as belonging to his estate 1,710
square miles of land, 152,000 cows, and
410,000 sheep. He owned much other
property, acd the total value is given as
£2,400,000. Ho inherited £200,000 from
his father thirty years ago.
Wood pavement is to be given np in
London, and the old Macadam system
restored. The former is said to have
not only failed to realize the expected
advantages, but has led, according to
Prof. Tyndall’s report, to serious affec-
tions of the eyes and lungs; that is, by
continual watering, the wood became
saturated with street filth, and then,
under the influence of the hot sun, gave
forth a pernicious species of dust.
The new Italian war-ship, the Rug-
giero di Lauria, will carry four 100-ton
guns, ten four-ton guns, twelve large
mitrailleuses, and two guns of fifteen
centimetres at the bow and stern. Her
engine will be of 5, 000-horse power
Her keel was laid in September, 1881,
and she will cost 20,000,000 francs.
She is named after a celebrated Cala-
brian Admiral, the first of whose many
victories was the battle of Malta, in
1283. _
A man who has been working in the
harvest fields at Solaro, California, has
created considerable stir among the
cats and people of Fairfield, and he is
under arrest on the supposition that he
is crazy. Every cat he could lays haflds
on he would take to some secluded
spot, cut its tail and legs off and then
rip out its liver. He offered $5 each
for black cats, and $2.50 each for other
varieties. When arrested and searched
$54 was found in his pockets, besides a
large number of cats’ claws, legs, ears,
livers, etc.
At a wedding breakfast in England
recently one of the bridesmaids ex-
pressed a wish to see that mystiii docu-
ment, a wedding license, which she had
never beheld. The request occasioned
a fearful discovery. The dergy had
quite forgotten to ask for the license;
the bridegroom had left it to his “best
man" to procure it, and this the "best
man” had forgotten to do. Of course
the marriage was no legal marriage at
all The wedding party broke up in
dismay, and the ceremony was per-
formed again the next day.
Francis Scott Key, the author of
the "Star Spangled Banner,” who was
a native of Maryland, and died in Bal
timore in 1843, *t the age of 64, is to
have an expensive monument in Golden
Gate Park, San Francisco, the trustees
of the James Lick estate having de-
cided to expend $60,000 for that pur-
pose. It is an interesting coincidence
that a grandson of the poet, Mr. James
B. Key, who resided in Boston several
years ago, and is now of Stookbridge,
ahonld have painted a picture of the
Golden Gate which took first prize at
the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibi-
tion.
An interesting exhibition of stock
raised nnder the hygienic rays of light
through blue glass windows is to be
made at the Philadelphia Agricultural |
IVr. Heifers, colts, pigs, and poultry, i
will bo exhibited to demonstrate the
extraordinary developments which have
been achieved in raising farm stock
under the influence of the associated
blue and transparent glass. The owner
claims that a colt under these associat-
ed lights, now three and four months
old, has obtained a developement (^f
bone, muscle, and form which will com-
pare favorably with the majority oi
colts of live years, of ago.
An incident in connection with the
cholera epidemic, which mixed death
and greed in an unpleasant manner,
comes from Mimes. Near this place a
peasant woman died of the disease.
Her husband, who was well-to-do and
miserly at the same time, sought to
avoid burning her clothing by selling
it. He therefore hastily placed the
clothing on a wheelbarrow and started
toward Gette, with the intention of dis-
posing of it before the authorities could
prevent him. On the way he was at-
tacked and was found lying across the
harrow, his body twisted and his face
contorted by the death agonies of the
fearful disease.
A carpenter in Central Mexico earns
from 60 to 75 cents a day; a mason the
same: a common day laborer from 25
to 50 cents; a farm laborer who works
by the month from $2 to $5 a month
and "found.” They work from day-
light to sunset, with half an hour at 9
o’clock and again at 3 for breakfast
and supper. These houro are very
long, but they take it easy, stopping
every little while to smoke their cigar-
ros, and accomplish less than an Amer-
ican laborer will in six or seven hours'
work. Their earnings are barely suf-
ficient to keep them in food and clothes
of the coarsest kind, with an occasional
"real” over for the bull-fight at Pulke;
but they are the happiest people on
the face of the earth.
MICHIGAN AFFAIRS. FROM NEW YORK TO BUFFALO
—The Buy City deep test well is down
1,450 feet and still sinking.
—The first steam thresher ever used in
Emmet County began operations Inst
week.
—Milan's schools opened this term as
graded schools, with four teachers and 150
scholars.
—A field fire near Hudson destroyed two
hams, several pigs, two valuable horses, and
a lot of farming implements.
—The Public School Library of Luding-
tou will have about 1,400 volumes in it
when the new addition is made.
—The Methodist Church at Hastings has
received on probation over two hundred
new members dining the past year.
—Again the announcement is ir.a le that
“Pinafore” will bo brought out by the
best musical talent of Owosso at no distant
day.
—Mrs. George Dennis, of Owens > Town-
ship. Shiawassee County, d.ed from
the bite of a mttlo.-uuke. She lived four
days aft *r being bitt.ui.
— “Two of th- wittiest, prettiest, and
fittest girls of the town" is the seud-of!
the Ceutreville Itrpubliran gives to a
couple of Normal student’.
—A young woman named Elizabeth Ken-
nedy dit d in Detroit from neglect. She
had been sick for some time, (luring which
she had been without care at night.
—A newspaper man of Ypsihmti is con-
structing a “unicycle," or one-wheeled ma-
chine, with which or within which he pro-
poses to propel himself to Kalamazoo.
—Henry Monaghan, of Cambridge, has a
remarkable calf. It has no eyes or features
in the face for eyes, hut it has eyelids,
winks, and is very sensitive in hearing.
Despite the fact that the Catholic children
at Battle Creek attmd their denominational
schools, this year the city schools are full
to overflowing, and more room is needed.
—Edward Ridd, residing northwest of
Moienci, climbed a tree sixty-eight feet to
Blaiue’s Journey Through the Empire
State— Hand-Shaking and
Speech-Making.
OHIO POLITICS.
Big Democratic Demonstration at Co-
lumbus— Wot. Cleveland Writes
a Letter.
Among the Six Nations Indians the
receiving of a white man into their con-
federation is a matter of great pomp
and jubilee. They consider such a
course an acknowledgment of the su-
perior nobility of the red man. Charles
W. Hutchinson, an ex-mayor of Utica,
New York, has been adopted, recently,
into the Seneca tribe of Indians. He
goes by the unpronounceable name,
signifying corn-planter. As the In-
dians regard maize as their p inoipal
article of food, and give several corn
dances in thanksgiving of their crop,
the selection of this name implies high
honor. Gov. Squires, of Washington
Territory, accompanied the Mayor and
a large party of Uticans to the Onon-
daga Indian reservation, headquarters
or the councils of the Six Nations,
where the adoption of ex- Mayor Hutch-
inson took place. There was music by
the Indian band, a nude Indian per-
formed pagan rites, speeches by dusky
sachems, a big powwow' and dance, and
Charles W. Hutchinson became a Sen-
eca Indian of the Wolf clan.
Mr. Blaine left New York for hie Western
tour on the mornlna of Bept 24. Stops wore
made at all iho principal towns along the rontc.
At I’eeksklll, Co’.d Spring, Flubkil), Poughkeep-
sie, ami Hudson large crowds gathered at the
depots to get a sight of the Republican Presi-
dential candidate, who made a brief speech at
ca.h stoppliig-place. Albany was reached at
1.45 p.m. An Immense crowd was in waiting,
every available loot of ground being occupied,
with many on the tops of cars and on the root
of the depot. Mr. Blaine was presented by tho
Hon. Hamilton Harris, and stood bowing for
some time before getting a chauoe to speak.
When the cheering subsided be madea short ad-
dress, and retired amid great applause. After
leaving Albany the iiist halt was made at Schen-
ectady. The Presidential candidate was pre-
sented to the crowd by Judge Potter, and made
another hjmjocIi. The same scenes ware repeat-
ed at Fonda, Fort Plain, Little Falls, Herkimer,
Canastota, Utica*ud Rome. At Syracuse, where
the train arrived at nightfall, the Republicans
made a groat demonstration in honor ot their
candidate. All the local marching clubs mined
out with torches, and were reviewed by Mr.
Blaine trom a stand erected for the purpose. He
udore-sed the crowd as ioIIuwh:
“This vast assemblage i< far more eloquent
than any words 1 could speak. It tells far more
of the popn ar current and popular drift re-
specting public questions than anything 1 could
say, and, therefore, respecting tnose topics I
shall sav nothing, but shall coniine myself to
simple but heartfelt thanks lor so much of this
grand demonstration as may in any degree lie
attributed to myself as a personal compliment.
I am sure, however, that it wauld be great vau-
lt v iu me to assume t hat more than a small part
of it is so intended— that it is rather the expres-
sion of the people of this noble Empire State
touching public questions, which 1 shall leave
others to discuss when 1 bid you, as I now do, a
cordial good-night."
It was almost 11 o'clock when Mr. Blaine left
the stand and repaired to Senator McCarthy's
house, where he passed the night. Chauneoy
Depew addressed the meeting after Mr. Blaine
lett. Speeches were made at the other stands
by Martin I. Townsend and James W. Hasted.
Mr. Blaine was waited upon the next morning
at Syracuse by a committee from the Fair Asso-
ciation of the Oswego Agricultural Society for
the puri>ose of escorting him to the fair gromuls.
The people flocked Into the room where Mr.
Blaine was, and he had to stop and shake hands
with them. One of tho Incidents of the morn-
ing was an old tanner, who pushed his way to
the front and said: “Your honor, I have some
flue cattle out thar at that fair, and I want ym
to look at ’em and let me know whether they vc
got the cattle disease or not." Mr. Blaine
smiled, and said he was not much of a judge of
cattle. He was escorted to the carriage and
driven around the grounds, after which he was
introduced to the crowd and said : .....
"There is no year in the history of tho United
States in which, through all its borders, the ag-
riculturist has rejoiced as ho does tWs- year.
a limb containing a swarm of bees. In- Therearenojiolltios in agriculture. The crop
Klead of dropping the limb, ns ho intended ^eSTp^ft llVti!
to do, he himself dropped to the ground,
The Dayton Democrat describes at
length a singular case. A few nights
ago a young man by the name of Clark
lost his leg in a railroad accident
Since the amputation be has suffered
acute pain at the knee, and declared
that his leg was being twisted and
cramped in the box in which it was hur-
ried. To satisfy bis son, and deter-
mine whether the position of the limb
in the box corresponded with the pecu-
liarity of pain, or whether it was a sim-
ple hallucination resulting from excited
and deranged nerves, Mr. Henry Clark,
the father, went to the cemetery
to disinter and examine the leg. As
the men at the cemetery reached the box
and commenced to work it np out of
the ground the sufferer turned to his
friends and told them what was being
done at the grave. He felt the jar of
the box, and the pain it caused. Out
of curiosity, accurate time was kept at
the bedside of the sufferer and at the
cemetery, and the changes described
by the young man corresponded almost
to a second with those reported at the
cemetery. The limb was found in the
cramped position described, and he
told his mother and attendants of the
suffering he experienced while straight-
ening ont, and the relief experienced.
When it was accomplished he dropped
into a refreshing sleep. It is a enrions
and interesting case, and the fall state-
ment of facts should be secured.
receiving a thump that knocked out some
teeth and cut a gash under his jaw. Be-
yond these casualties the kid was very little
hurt.
—The four statues of La Salle, Cadillac,
Marquette, aud Richard, presented to De-
troit by Hon. Bela Hubbard, have been
placed iu the niches of the City Hall, for
Which they were designed. The design
for Marquette is by J. M. Donaldson, the
architect; the others are by Julius Melchers,
the sculptor. They are carved from a
sandstone of fine grain obtained in In-
diana. Gabriel Richard was a priest who
came to Detroit in 1798, and died of cholera
in 1832. The others were the famous dis-
coverers and pioneers of the seventeenth
century.
—The State Fair in au interior city did
not, ns usual, pay ns well as it does in De-
troit. But so long as there is no deficiency
in tho treasury, perhaps for various rea-
sons it is better to hold it in tho interior.
Land enough for the purpose of an agricul-
tural exhibition is difficult to get in as large
a city as Detroit has come to be. What is
needed here is a permanent exposition of
the more compacted industries aud products
which can all be shown iu one building on
a reasonable plot of ground. The State
Fair, as an agricultural exhibition, pure and
simple, should be held where there is plenty
of space, aud the exposition of arts and
manufactures he separated from it and per-
manently established in Detroit. Agricul-
tural fairs are, with rare exceptions, no
longer held in large cities. They are im-
practicable.— Free Press.
Democrat and to Republican. We meet, there-
fore, on tke agricultural fair around, if nowhere
else, on the broad plane of American oitlrennhlp,
which is a much higher title than Democrat or
Rephlican. It la In that capacity I stand before
you this morninir, and It 1» In that capacity I
extend to you my congratulat ions and my very
hearty thanka for your generous reception."
The party then returned to the city, and the
trip to the West was resumed. At Auburn tho
arrival of the train was heralded by tho tiring
of cannon and the explosion of torpedoes. Mr.
Blaine was introduced and spoke aa follows:
“I thank you, citizens of Cuynga County, for
this reception. I contesa that I am glad _ to be
here. I am glad to visit the home of William
H. Seward. If there bo among tho statesmen of
the past one who more deserves the admiration
and gratitude of the American people than your
great citizen I do not know his name, and if
there be a higher statesmanship in the annals of
America than was shown by Mr. Seward from
1849 to the close of the civil war, I know not
where it was recorded, and we may all learn
great lessons from recalling his history, and
may well profit by his example. If wc are Re-
publicans we shall be quickened in our zeal, and
If Democrats we shall learn toleration, If simply
American citizens we shall be wanned and
stimulated m our patriotism. It Is as a humble
representative of the great principles which
Seward vindicated throughout his illustrious
life that I am before you to-day. But I am not
here to make a political speech; 1 am here only
to acknowledge with gratitude and thaukful-
nem the great cordiality of your reception, and
to wish you abundant prosperity and happi-
ness.”
After leaviag Auburn the train proceeded to
Waterloo before making any lengthy stop. At
Cayuga and Seneca Falls Urge crowds were at
tlHrtlepots, and cheers were given for Blaine as
the train passed slowly through those villalres.
At Waterloo an Immense crowd gathered at the
depot. Mr. Blalae and party were taken to tho
fair grounds, headed by a band. Arriving on the
grounds, Mr. Blaine expressed his thanks to the
crowd.
At Geneva, Clifton Springs, and Canandaigua
brief stops were made, and at 5 p. m. the train
reached Roohester. Mr. Blaine took an open
carriage, and with his party was driven to the
Court House steps, preceded bj an immense
procession, comprising all the Blaine oluba of
the city, and all so many from the surrounding
[Colnmbua (Ohio) telegram.]
This has been a field day for the Democracy
of this city and ad joining cities and towns with-
in a radius of 150 miles. The weather has been
all that couid have been asked for, clear, cool,
and pleasant. The DemocratU clubs from ad-
joining cities and towns commenced arriving
early this morning by specUl trains, and con-
tinned to pour in all day. Never In the history
of the Democratic narty has there been such an
outpouring as witnessed to-day. The Demo-
crats have been pUnnlng and preparing for this
demonstration for over a month, and Its magni-
tude has even surprised Its originators. Four
Bi>eaklng stands were put up In tho State House
yard, with arched gas-jets, to accommodate
the crowds.
A large meeting was held this afternoon at
Comstock's Opera House, addressed by Sen-
ator Bayard, of Delaware, who was introduced
by Allcu G. Thurman In a neat and compliment-
ary speech. Senator Bayard referred to the
time the party was in such a small minority In
tho Senate, and If It had worked together
would have succeeded in getting a good govern-
meut He believed one-half of the Republican*
did not believo Hayes and Wheeler were
elected: He traced tho workings of the Repub-
lican party for tho last twonty-fonr ymtrs and
in the dbnvention, showing that Blaine's nom-
ination was a national and logical ontoome
of it; ho said tho candidates were type*
of the party; he referred to Carl Bohure in a
conyflimentary manner; claimed (that tho use
of public power was everywhere prevalent; he
claimed that the great leagues were working
with the backing of monopolies for Blaine, but
with tho uprising of the masses he believed the
Democratic principles would succeed.
Gov. Hendricks arrived at the opera-house
about 5 p. m. and received a perfect ovation.
He returned thanks In a very graceful manner,
accepting it us a party compliment on ac-
count of tho principles he represented.
He said lie had witnessed great demon-
strations all along tho line of his route
between Indianapolis and Columbus, and
claimed both Indiana and Ohio confidently for
the Domocrato. Letters were read from Gen,
Breckenridgc. E . K. Apgar, Stilson Hutchins,
and others. In tho evening the following dis-
tinguished and well-known Democratic orators
and leaders sitoke: Governor Thomas A. Hend-
ricks, Governor Robert M. MoLanctGeorge H.
Pendleton, John A. McMahon, G. H. Bargar,
Spoakor John G. Carlisle, Gen. Charles H. Man-
sur, Gen. Durbin Ward, D. 8. Gooding, Gon. K.
B. Finley, Thomas F. Bayard, and others. The
procession moved nromptly at eight o'clock,
and High street, tpf over two miles, was one
mass or banners and blazing torches.
Gov. Hendricks' speech was in substance
about the same as delivered heretofore. He
dwelt quite freely on tho necessity of a change
in the administration of nnbllo affairs. He wss
listened to by s large audience, as were all tbs
other speakers.
Tho following letter was received and read
from Gov. Cleveland:
Executive Mansion, Aliiant, Sept 21. 1884.
Mj^Dear But: 1 very much regret that the
pressure of otficlal duties will prevent my Joining
you at the meeting to be held at Colnmfms on
the 25th lust. I hope the meeting will be a
complete success, and that It will be the means
ot Increasing the enthusiasm already aroused
for tho cause of good government. I be-
lieve that the voters of tno country are
fully alive to the necessity of Installing an
administration of pnblio affairs which shall
be truly their own, not only because It Is the
result of their choice, but because Its selected
lustiumentallties are directly from the body of
the people, and impressed with the people's
thoughts and sentiment. They are tired, I think,
of a rule so long continued that it has bred and
fostered a class standing between them and
their political action, and whoso interests In af-
fairs end with partisan zeal and the advance-
ment of personal advantage. Let me remind
the people that if they seek to make their pub-
lic servants feel their
Health in Michigan.
Reports to the State Board of Health, Lansing,
by observers in different parts of the State show
the diseases which caused most sickness in
Michigan during the week ending Sept. 20, 1884,
as follows. Number of observers heard from, *5 :
Diseases in Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.
S’
M
B
*0
cities. Leonard Burritt introduced Mr. Blaine,
who spoke as follows:
“I am sure that no desire to offer a personal
compliment to any living man could have
brought this vast audience together, and I have
not the vanitv to accept It as offered to sayself
personally. It is rather the expression by this
great assemblage of the people of Western New
York of their confidence in those principles
which have brought prosperity to our country,
and have butlded your own beautiful city aa one
of the exemplars and illustrations of that pros-
perity. The Republican party embodies in its
creedt
First -
Comm _____ .
direction. Third— Encouragement of - every
form of American industry. Fourth-Protec-
tion to every citizen, native or civilized, at home
or abroad. Under these poHctes the Republican
party strives to conduct the Government. Un-
der these principles the Republican party sub-
mits itself to the Judgment of the American
people. On these principles we conquer, or on
In an article on the genealogy of dia
ease a physician asserts in the London
Standard that if a person having a
cancer (and one having consumption
•wed, there is scarcely a hope of the
offspring’s escape from an early death;
and that the intermarriage of victims
of rheumatism and consumption is pro-
ductive of such ailments as hip and
joint disease, so common among weakly
children. _ 
Joe Hoxie, referring to the bitterness
of Southern ladies during the war,
brought down the house by saying: “If
the devil had been, a woman, what a
devil of a devil he would have been !"
Intermittent ferer.
Rheumatism .......
I'iDiarrhea.
2
S
ijDyseatery
BjConsumptlon of lungs...
GlNeuralgia .................
7 Cholera infantum ........
8 Bronchitis ................
9 Remittent fever ..........
Cholera morbus ...........
TonsiUtU .................
Typho- malarial fever. ....
Erysipelas ................
Influenza .................
Typhoid fever (enteric)...
Inflammation of bowels..
Inflammation of kidneys.
Whooping cough .........
Scarlet fever
Pneumonia. .
Diphtheria. .
Puerperal fever ...........
Cerebro-eplnal meningitis
Inflammation of brain.
25iMembraneons croup. . .
84
69
67
62
58
63
49
49
42
36
33
33
33
27
22
20
20
16
11
11
9
9
7
4
4
88
69
67
49
55
53
45
49
69
45
85
•n
20
33
20
24
16
22
4
8
12
12
6
8
4
For the week ending Sept. 20 the reports indi-
cate that dysentery, erysipelas, typho-malarlal
fever, and scarlet fever increased, and that re-
mittent fever and cholera morbus decreased in
area of prevalence.
At the State capital the prevailing winds
during the week ending Sept 20 were south-
west; and, compared with the preceding week,
the temperature was considerably lower, the ab-
solute humidity considerably less, the relative
humidity and night ozone less, and the day
ozone more.
Including reports by regular observers and
others, diphtheria was reported present during
1C Ituusic, •aav* vvvmuuvkms, jsvmivv
fever at 11 places — Detroit Dorr. Fairfield,
Grand Rapids, Ionia, Jerome, Kalamazoo, Mon-
roe, Moskegon, Muir, and St Johns; measles at
Detroit Reset b. Bailee, Secretary.
direct responsibility to
them, and careful of their Interests, their ob-
ects will not be accomplished by a blind ad-
lerehoe to a party which has grown arrogant
with long continued i>ower.
Let ns Impress upon the people that the issne
involved in the pending canvass Is the estab-
lishment of a pure and honest administration
of their Government. Let us show them th*
way to this and warn them against any cun-
ningly designed effort to lead them Into other
paths of irrelevant discussion.
With these considerations before them, and
with an earnest presentation of our claims to
tho confidence of the people and of their re-
s]>ou8ibinty, we need not tear the result of thetr
intelligent action. Yours very truly,
Gbovkb Cleveland.
To Alien G. Thurman.
sonal toga y self. Bail ask your attention with
es])ecial emphasis to the Importance of those
positions to which I have so briefly adverted.
To thi latest hsur of my life I never can forget
this brilliant scene, nor can I mistake Its wide
significance."
Leaving Rochester, the train proceeded
Batavia, where the Presidential candidate spoke
aa follows: , ,, , w
"I am profoundly obliged by your generous
reception. I have reached almost the western
end of your State, and from its great metro po-
rts to this point I have received unmeasured
kindness ; but It would he sheer vanity If I
were to attribute these popular demonstrations
to any mere personal motive. I know better; I
know these lavish compliments are intended,
not for me personally, hut as a mark of confi-
dence in the great and for twenty-four years
triumphant party which I have been choseufto
represent The future of that great party is In
the hands of the people— in the hands of the
people of New York. I trust that it is in safe
hands. I bid yon good-night”
Buffalo was reached at 8 o'clock p. m. The
crowd was dense In the station and the recep-
tion committee formed into line with some diftl-
culty. Mr. Blaine preceded them, and leaning
on the arm of his son, went to his carriage.
When he took his seat the crowd took np the
cheering which had been begun in the station,
and Blaine responded by raising his hat His
carriage then moved to its place in the line and
dropped out of the procession before it had fin-
ished the march and drove to the hotel, where
he went to his room and shortly mounted the
balcony, from whence he reviewed the Republi-
can procession, embracing several thpusand
torch -bearers. It was late when the review
ended, and Mr. Blaine was too much fatigued
.Mr
After spending the night in Buffalo. Mr. Blaine
and his party took the train the next morning
tad proceeded westward.
BUTLER.
He Talks to the Farmers of the Granite
State.
[Plymouth (N. H.) dispatch.]
The feature of the third day of the Grafton
Countv fair was the preaenoe of Gen. Butler.
Ho was accompanied by Moody Merrill, a stock-
holder of tho association, who, In the absence
of Che President, introduced Butler to the large
gathering. Butler apologised for his hoarse-
ness, and said he supposed his hearers
wore of mixed politic*— v«y much *m>-
therafore his remarks would he somewhat
mixed, hitting all alike. The Democrats
want to get into power where they oan be
tempted, hut they would do no better than the
Republicans. All we desire is for the producers to
enjoy the traits of their labors. If the Govflrn*
ment will give the laboring-man a fate chfcnot
be would he satisfied. He did not leave the
Chicago Convention because he was not nomi-
nated, for his name wss not presented. He did
not let It go in, as he did not wish to be bound.
Had he desired it would have been presented.
Democratic ftee»trade orators say the tsclff
makes you pay too much for everything.
What Is the tariff! It 1* a toll Ignorant
Democratic* orators talk sometimes as H it
was something to sat , [Applause.] Gen.
Butler considered the railroad rates, and
said: "The Legislature Is owned by the
rhilroads, and the remedy lies in' sending men
to the Legislature who cann6l be corrupted.
The Repuhlfcan party had afcsnd record. The
Democratic party had a grand old record under
Jackson, but Jackson has bean dead these forty
years, and he left up children, But yon mart
lookout and think and set for yourselves." [A
voice- ‘How would It do to vote for St, John?”]
The General replied: "If inclined to drink too
much whisky von had better do it [Applause.]
If you do not think for yourself it means revo-
lution, and revolution means the haUet*
Gen. Butler was heartily cheered at the doss
of hi* speech. _
LOGIN*
He Invades West Virginia— Blf Meeting at
Wheeling.
[Wheeling fW. Va.) telegram.]
This morning the residence of John Frew, ed-
itor of the IntelHgmcer, was thronged wlthcttl-
zens who wished to greet snd welcome Gen.
Torrence, Gen. Logan. W. D. Kelley, and others.
The senior class of Washington and Jefferso*
College, Blaine's alma mater, wss presented to
Gen. Logan and he expressed great pleasure in
seeing them. At 2 o’clock the procession
wss formed. Gen. Logao entered his carriage,
and with Congressman Goff, Powell Clayton, W.
P. Hubbard, and other members of the State
committee in carriages, Joined the procession
and proceeded to the State Fair grounds on the
Island. Gan. Logan was introduced and made
the longest speech of his trip, ot more than an
hour's length. He wss followed by Powell
Clayton, CoL Anderson of Ohio, and Gen. Goff
of West Virginia. Gen. Torrence did not speak.
The procession to-night wss much larger than
to-dav, and was reviewed by 6«n. Logan and
Gen. Torrence. The fireworks were magnifloent
W. D. Kelley addressed the Republican* on the
tariff at the Ooera House.
JO
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM H. ROGERS. Editor.
Saturday, October 27, ’84.
Fbom the Saturday Press, of Honolulu,
Sandwich Island, we clip the following:
“The large hall of the Y. M. C. A. was
well filled last Thursday evening by an as-
semblage met to welcome the new pastor
of the Bethel Union Church, Rev. E. C.
Oggel, and Mrs. Oggel; and to receive al-
so the new general secretary of the associ-
ation, Mr. C. S. Mason. The reception
was nearly altogether informal* Mr. P.
C. Jones mounted the rostrum about 8 p.
m., and briefly stated the object of the
meeting, calling upon Rev. 0. M. Hyde,
who made a short address of welcome.
Mr. Oggel responded feelingly and wittily
said that, if the audience could have
known much of the contents of a baker’s
dozen of letters be had sent to the post but
a few hours before, they would have a
right to consider themselves a most agree-
ably hospitable people. The hall was
charmingly effective in decoration, Mr.
Fumeaux’s attractive pictures having a
composite framework— gilding, greenery
and flowers. Over the rostrum the En-
glish welcome and the Hawaiian aloha
stood forth in green letters on a white
ground. Refreshments were served by a
committee of matrons and maids : and con-
versation held the fort until past ten.”
The following is a list of the petit
jurors for the November term of the circuit
court, Ottawa county: Allendale, Wm.
Davis, Peter Verlee; Blendon, Wm. P.
Hall, Richard Hall; Chester, Ellis 01m-
stead, John Lachman; Crockery, Fre-
mont Brown, Watson A. Baldwin ; George-
town, Benton E. Green, Albert Clark;
Grand Haven City, first and second wards,
Jas. A. Scott; Grand Haven City, third
and fourth wards, Chas. N. Dickinson ;
Grand Haven Township, C. W. Branch;
Holland City, Jacob Flieman; Holland
Township, John Ten Have; Jamestown,
Wm. H. Annable; Olive, Peter M. Nien-
huis; Polkton, William Morrison; Robin-
son, Benjamin F. Sherman; Spring Lake,
Uzel B. Eames; Tallmadge, Matthew
Bogue; Wright, Jason Rauly; Zeeland,
Lietse Vandermeer, William Reef.
The fiftieth anniversary of the settle-
ment of Ottawa county and of Grand
Haven, comes on the second of Nov.
* 1884. A committee appointed and subse-
quently enlarged by the common council
•f Grand Haven met recently and ar-
ranged for an observance ot that anniver-
ttary. In accordance with their action,
by this public notice, the clergymen of
Ottawa county are invited and requested
to preach in their several churches on the
morning ot Sunday the second of Novem-
ber next, a discourse commemorative of
the settlement and history of the county.
General Manager Mulliken has issued
orders that the employees of the Chicago
and West Mich. R'y will hereafter work
eight hours daily. This order took effect
last Wednesday.
Ventura.— The people this way are
about through with fairs this year and
now, naturally enough, turn their atten-
tion to politics. Last weex Friday night
quite a number of us listened to the ques-
tion discussed from a republican stand-
point and expect to be again so entertained
Friday evening of this week. Saturday
evening we expect to hear the other side
ably bandied.. . .Dame rumor says that a
certain young gentleman has returned
from his snmmer's work to close the bar-
gain with a certain yenng lady, but we
won’t mention their names for fear the old
dame did not get her information from
headquarters. . . .Tuesday the remains of
the infant child of Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
Blackman, of Holland, were brought to
the Ventura burying ground for inter-
ment. . . .Last Sunday, Mr. Gysbertus Bre-
ner, an old resident of this place, departed
this life. The funeral services were held
last Thursday. Mr. Brener wm born De-
cember 1, 1820, In the Netherlands, wm
married in 1854; the father of eight chil-
dren, five of whom live to mourn hit loss;
bo came to this country in 1860, and to
Ventura in 1861. Ho wm respected by
all who knew him. Zeki.
Free Trade— In DeLand’a Soda and)
Saleratus should be advocated by every
true American citizen, on the principle
that that thing is desirable in a Republic
that is the greatest good to the greatest
number.
Scholars eo Roll of Honor for month
ending Sept. 26, 1884, in School District
Nc. 1, Township of Holland: Mary
Huntley, Nellie Huntley, Maud Marsilje,
Allie De Frel, Gertie Marsilje, Cecil Hunt-
ley, Harry Huntley, Sophia Ellen, Betsey
Ballanch, Eva Coster, Rose Coster, Maud
De Eraker, Lizzie De Kraker, Katie De
Kraker, Libbie Appeldoorn, Annie Ap-
peldoorn, Willie Kooyers.
Jennie E. Osborn, Teacher.
There is nothing like Dr. Thomas’ Ec-
lectric Oil to quickly cure a cold or relieve
hoarseness. Written by Mrs. M. J. Fel-
lows, Burr Oak, St Joseph Ce.,^Iicb.
A CARD.
We desire to express our sincere thanks
to the Fire Department and our fellow
citizens for their earaest, well directed
and successful efforts In extinguishing the
fire at our mil) last Thursday morning.
We trust that the establishment, saved by
tonr hearty co-operation, may prove of
raatber benefit to our city.
Very Truly Yours,
* Walsh, De Roo & Co.
A Wear fflkdc, with a wesrv aching
meness over the ihips is a sign of diseased
dneys. Use tboNbcst kidney curative,
bich ia Burdock Bidwd Bitters.
The Sunday Express is the name of a
new weekly paper published at Detroit by
John W. Leonard, editor, and C. H. Me-
Isaac, Business Manager. The Express is
a neat, clean printed, aix column quarto
sheet, replete in items of news of the day,
and society items. We predict a brilliant
and prosperous career for the new journal.
it^i^£^.fcrTic- ftr
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.
Steffens, Pastor. Services at 9:86 a. m.,
fnd2p.m. Sunday School 8:80. Weekly
prayer meeting with the Third Re-
formed Church, on Thursday, at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, “The happiness of the
man, that feareth always.” Afternoon,
"The reality of the remission of sins.” In
the evening a Missionary sermon will be
preached by Rev. D. Broek.
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10 :30 a. m. , and 7 :30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
Pastor. Subjects: Morning, Communion
Service with Sacramental Address. Pub-
lic reception into membership. Evening,
“The need and power of kindness.” Con-
gregational siuging. Opening anthems by
the choir. All are welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning. “Casting our cares
upon the Lord.” Afternoon, “Religious
training of children.”
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun-
day school at 3:45. Subjects: Moruing,
“Not far from the kingdom of God.” Af-
ternoon, “The first key of the kingdom of
heaven.” Evening, “Mission prayer meet-
ing.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-
vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. The
services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
De Bruyn, pastor.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10 :30 a. m.,
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Subjects: Morning, "Facts calling for dil-
igence.” Evening, “Wagons and faith.”
Married:— At Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Oct. 2, 1884, by Rev. A. Kriekard, Dr
Wm. Van Putten, of this city to Mrs. M.
Melleman, nee Mary Gezon, of Grand
Rapids.
To those who have never seen the play
of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, and these who
wish to see it again, an excellent oppor-
tunity will be given next Friday evening
to see it played by a good company in
Lyceum Hall. Mason & Morgan’s fall
company will be here at that time and
bring special scenery for the rendering
of this greatest of all Southern dramas.
-
Very Bemarkable Recovery.
Mr. Geo. V. Willing, of Manchester,
Mich., writes: “My wife has been almost
helpless for five years, so helpless that she
could not turn over in bed alone. She
used two bottles of Electric Bitters, and is
so much Improved, that she is able uow to
do her own work.”
Electric Bitters will do all that is
claimed for them. Hundreds of testimon-
ials attest their great curative powers.
Only fifty cents a bottle at H. Walsh’s.
Lime in Baking Bowden.
Prof. R. A. Witthaus, M. D., Medical
University, Buffalo, N. Y., who is the
highest authority, says that “Calcium
Tartrate” (improperly called Tartrate of
Lime,) advertised as the lime feund In
baking powders it derived from the wines
that produce cream of tartar. It U a con-
stituent of the grape and other fruits, and
la Absolutely harmless.
List of letters remaining In the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Oct 2nd, 1884:
Mrs. Vina Dutton, Denis Ketc hum, Mr.
Woodard.
Wm. Yerbeek, P.' M.
If you wish a bargain m Paints, White
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White
wash brushes, call at
Eremers & Banos.
The Fountain of Youth.
Dyspepsia Is the prevailing malady of
civilized life. A weak dyspeptic atomach
acts very slowly or not at all on many kinds
of food. Gases are extricated, acids are
formed and become a source of pain and
disease, until discharged. To be dypep-
tlc is to be miserable, helpless, depressed,
cenfnsed in mind, forgetful, irresolute,
drowsy, weak, languid and useless. It de-
stroys the Teeth, Complexion, Strength,
Peace of Mind, and Bodily ease. It pro-
duces Headache, Pain in Shoulders,
Coughs, Tightness of Chest, Dizziness,
Sour Eruptions of Stomach, Bad Taste
in Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitation of
Heart, Inflamation of Lungs, Pain In the
region of the Kidneys, and a hundred
other painful symptoms. Dyspepsia in
variably yields to the vegetable remedies
in GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS, the great
purifier of the blood and restorer of health.
In these complaints it has no equal, and
one bottle will prove a better guarantee of
its merits than a lengthy advertisement,
bold by H. Walsh. 34-4t
MRS. GEO. FOSTER,
MUSIC TEACHER !
All those who desire to learn
music and especially those who
want to learn to play upon the pi-
ano or organ should apply to me at
my home on Ninth street in the res-
idence of Rev. Chas. Scott, D. D.
Terms Moderate.
MRS. GEO. FOSTER,
Holland, Mich., Oct. 2, 1884.
C. STEKETEE & BOS
have just received a lull line of
FALL 1 WINTER GOODS
Q
such as
CALICOES.
GINGHAMS.
DELAINES.
CASHMERES,
WOOLEN GOODS?
FLANNELS.
HOODS.
H0SIE7Y.
COMFORTERS.
White and Gray Woolen Mete,
German Wool Yam.
Onr stock of Ladies' Gtnts' and Children’s
TJ 1ST P E R W E A
cannot be beat in this city.
We have tn stock constantly
FRESH GROCERIES
and a superior stock of Canned Goods.
Examine onr prices and goods before purchasing
elsewhere.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C. STEKETEE & BOS.
Hollahd. Oct. 2, 1804. 36-ly
LVEI
pm him
Secure Healthy
action to the Llref
d relieve all bil*
lotus trouble*.
tally TigeUkla; le Qriplaf. MoiSSe. AnOnaUti.
GEO. T. McCLURE,
-•—Dealer in-*—
Buckltn’i Arnloi Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Handi, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by H. Walsh.
Notices.
House and Lot For Sale.
A good two-story frame house situated
on Seventh street will be sold cheap. For
further particulars Inquire of
J. Kegeleb.
Holland, Sept 25, 1884. 84-lw.
We guarantee that the Sherwin-Wil-
liams Prepared Paint when properly need
will not crack, flake or ohalk off, ana will
cover more surface, work better, wear
longer and permanently look better, than
any other paint, including white load andoil. Krimkrs & Bangs.
Sewing Machines,
AND MUSICAL SNSTMIMENTS.
The only reed instrument made having
the patent Qualifying tubes, giving the
nearest approach in tone to that of the
pipe organ.
White Sewing Machine!
The Boot in the World!
Every Machine warranted for five years
A full line of sewing machine merchan-
dise constantly on hand.
E. HEROLD
has just lecelved a large stock ef the latest
' styles of Ladles’ and Gentlemen’s
BOOTS & SHOES
among which are the celebrated
GROVER HAND SEWED
SHOES.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.
CALL AND SEE US
NO. 40, EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD
Holland, Mich., March 13, 1834.
Probate Notice.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, I „
Cocntt or Ottawa, f”1
At a session of the Probate Court of the County
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate office, in the
City of Grand Haven in said County, on Saturday.
the twenty-third day of August, in the year one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-four. Present:
Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate. In the matter
of the estate of Henry Niemeyer, deceased. On
reading and filing the petition of Reiuder £.
Werkman, administrator of said estate, praying
y be empowered and licensed to sefi
certain real estate in said petition described, for
the purposes therein set forth. Thereupon It is
ordered, that Monday, the sixth day of October
next, at one o’clock in the afternoon, be assigned
for the hearing of said petition, and that the hiers
at law of the said deceased, and all other persons
Interested in said estate, are required to appear at
alsession of said Court, then to be holden at tfie
Probate office, in Grand Haven, in said County,
and show cause, if any there be. why the prayer
of the petitioner should not be granted: And it is
further ordered that said petitioner give notice to
the person, interested in said estate of the pen-
dencr of said petition and the hearing thereof, by
causing a copy of this order to be published in the
Holland City News, a newspaper printed and
circniated in said County of Ottawa, for three suc-
cessive weeks previous to said day ot hearing.
A true copy, (.Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE,
0— it Judge of Probate.
II V ASTOPPED FREEI M ! I V* Marvtlcui success.
! ! ! i | ] Insane Persons Restored
j i ! ! i ijDr.KLINE'SGREAT
  WnerveRestorer
I /•ra//BRAIN&Nl!RVH DISEASES. Oniy Sure
j h cure for Nerve Affectum. Fits, F.filtfsy, etc.
j H Infallible if taken as directed. Aj Fits after
'^M/irst day' s use. Treatise and $a trial bottle free t>jH Fit patients, they paying expreischarges on Sox when
j received. Send names. P. O. and express address of
I afflicted toDR.KLINE.oxt Arch St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Bee Druggist*. BE IF ARE OF IMITATING FRAUDS.
12-1 y
G. J. VAN DUREN, W. VAN DER VEERE
City Meat Market
VAN DUREN & CO., Props
Having lately re opened the “City Meat Market’
in the First Ward, we kindly invite the citizens
ol this city to give us a “call.”
We intend to keep onr market supplied with the
best and choicest meats that'ean be procured.
ATTENTION
Farmers and
Woodsmen.
We will bay all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long*
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
v For making contracts or farther in-
formation apply to Filter’s Stave Factory.
ED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.
or to G. Yan Putten A Sons’ store.
DO YOU SHOW
THAT
LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.
With Red Tin Tag, is the beat? Is the phrest; is
never adulterated with glucose, barytes, molasses,
or any deleterious Ingredients, as is the case with
many other tobaccos.
Lorillard’s Rote Leaf Fine Cut To-
bacco
is also made of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualities is second to none.
Lorillard’a Navy Clippings
take first rank as a solid durable smoking tobacco
wherever introduced.
Lorillard’s Famous Snuffs
have been used for over 124 years, and are sold to
a larger extent than auo others. 27-ly
Genuine Cyclone
is going on in the stock of
Dry Goods & Groceries,
at the store »f
B. WYNHOFFj
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc., in endless variety.
A full and complete line of
CROCKERY
always on hand.
We make
and can assure onr patrons that the Laidpnr
chased of us, is perfectly pare and of fine quality.
G. J. VAN DUREN & CO.
Holland, Mich.. Feb. 15. 1888. 2-
I have the agency in this city
for the celebrated
Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great ini-
rovement on all other lamps
oth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge.
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland, June 14, 1888.
W. VORST,
The North River Street
Examination of Teachers.
Office of the Sec. of Board of School Exam-
iners of Ottawa County.
Nonlca, Mich.. July 22, 1884
The Board of School Exnminers of Ottawa
County purpose meeting as follows for the exam-
ination of applicants for a teacher’s certificate:
August 6. 1684, at school house, Zeeland; August
27. at court honse, Grand Haven; October 8. nigh
achool room. Coopers ville; Oct. 81, court house.
Grand Haven. Each aetsion is to commence at 9.
o’clock a. m. Candidates are required to pass an
examination in addition to other branches pre-
scribed, in effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants
and narcotics on the human system.
By order of Board of Examiners.
A. W. TAYLOR, Sec.
Is still alive, and is ready to make yon a good
CQAT, PANTS, OR VEST,
or to clean and renovate yonr old and soiled
garments.
Repairing done Neatly !
and at reasonable prices. Come and convince
yourself.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 29. 1884 . 4tf
BOOKLBI3VI>X3VC3r 2
Orders for the ALLEGAN BINDERY may be left at the
office of the Holland City News.
Magazine and and all periodical work a specialty. sut
Cuns Dizziness, Loss of Appetite, Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspep-
sia, Jaundice, Affections of the Liver and Kidneys, Pimples and Face
Drubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula 4 Erysipelas.
II
F08THB, MILBURlf ft 00., Proprietor*, Buffalo, Mew York.
1884:. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884.
Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices
and terms before purchasing elsewhere.
GEO. T. McCLURE,
Cor. of Eighth and River streets,17-ly Holland Mich
i PRIZE.
Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help yon
to more money right away
than anything else In this world. All, of either
sex, incceed from Irst hoar. The broad road to
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely sore,
At once addreae Tam A Co.. Aarusta, Maine.
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.
FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, #VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.
Jersey Jackets, Gossamer Water Proofs, Ho<)p Skirts, Bustlea, Cor-
sets, and Hair Goods.
Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worsted, ard
board and canvas.
L & S. VM DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET. ZXOX.Z1ASTD
Vr-
JOTTINGS,
Kadj! Yes, plenty of rain this week.
The Board ot Supervisors will convene
next week.
Seven hundred and five children are
enrolled in our public schools.
We just learn that Jas. 0. Blaine will
pass through this city, October 15.
Our water works— an expensive luxury
is now a useful and property saving Insti-
tution.
Sat, reader, do you know that it is a
great sin to owe the printer. - If you do
why do you not pay up.
Our Waterworks have already saved
enough property from fire to pay for the
entire cost of the system.
The "fast train” struck a steer on the
track near Vriesland last Monday night
and badly damaged the steer.
Sam Wo is the name of the Chinaman
who has started a laundry in the building
on the corner of Cedar and Eighth streets.^tr «'
Mrs. Geo. Foster, a competent music
teacher, desires to organize a class for les-
sons on the piano or organ. See adver-
tisement.
Allegan County Fair next week.
Qua eld sailors prophesy a warm and
pleasant fall.
A. B. Bosmak and family, of Hamilton,
have been visiting in our city.
The painter, D. Weymar, is busy fixing
up his premises on Eighth street.
L. T. Ranters Is transacting some busi-
ness at Cincinnati and Toledo this week.
The girl who eloped with a coachman
said she was driven to it.
Mr. Henry M. Ferry, of Detroit, is
visiting his parents in this city.
The street commissioner was
cleaning up the streets yesterday.
TEST TODB BAKPUl POWDER TO-DAIi
Branda adrartlMd u abaolaMy par*
OOXrPJkEir JLMKMMOTfXJkm
THE TKtTl
Ftaca a mb top down on a hot atova until heated, tfcw
romoTo tha cover and tmelL A chemUt will BOtba ra>
busy *air*d 10 dM0et the praaenoa of ammonia.
J. A. Stephenson, of Grand Haven,
has resigned as Deputy Collector of Cus-
toms.
Remember Uncle Tern’s Cabin or Life
among the Lowly, next Friday evening.
Rev. J. Meulendyk, of Ebenezer, has
accepted a call from the Reformed Church
of Fremont
John M. Doesburg has returned to his
labor aa clerk of the steamer S. B. Barker,
of Ashland.
One year’s subscription will bo given
for a copy of the News, dated July 7,
1883, or No. 22. Vol. 12.
The Ottawa and West Kent Agricul-
tural Fair was held this week at Berlin.
It was a very successful affair.
The Council proceedings this week
should be read by all our people as they
coutain some interesting information in
regard to the Water Works. ^
Hon. Jason B. Bbown, of Indiana, will
speak in this city on next Thursday
evening, October 9, on the political issues
of the day from a democratic standpoint.
Last Tuesday John H. Stouthammer,^
jeweler of Milwaukee, was married tc
Miss Jennie Keppel/ daughter of Mr. T.-
Keppel, of this city, by the Rev. E. Bos/
The Prohibitionists will Topen their
campaign in this city next week, probably
Tuesday or Wednesday, with a "political
meeting” at Lyceum Hall. I. H. Patem
will be the speaker.
The same price is charged at the hall
for tickets to the play of Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, as at Breyman’s store, so It costs
nothing extra to secure the seats you want
and avoid the rush at the door.
XL. T. Ranters and Miss Saddle How
ard have formed a co-partnership under
the firm name of Ranters & Howard and
will conduct a general insurance office in
the second story of the Howard bulldin
on River Street.
Messrs. Otto Breyman, George Harring-
n and Ed. M. Williams were out for two
r three days this week after deer.
Those of our citizens who attended
Donaldson’s Circus last Friday say that it
was very good for the kind and price.
Fennville and Saugatuck are daily
making large shipments of late varieties
of peaches which are bringing big prices.
The Butlerites held a mass ^ neeting ot
Bosman’s old store last night. Capt. E.
A. Daper, of Grand Rapids, addressed the
meeting.
We were banded a curiosity in the
grape line this week. It was two large
grapes grown together, making one mam-
moth grape.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Ranters left last
Wednesday morning for a two weeks
visit with their sen, A. M. Ranters, of
Buffalo, N. Y.
No fault can be found with the work
done by our Water Works at the fire last
Thursday morning.
Mack Walker was in town this week
and made two propositions to the Council
for the finishing of our water works.
Mason & Morgan’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin
company have a finely uniformed band,
which will make a street parade next Fri-
day at one o’clock.
Steketek & Bos have a new advertise-
ment in this issue which our readers
should look over and then go and see their
large fall and winter stock of goods. They
sell at reasonable figures and are very ac-
commodating in their dealings.
General Manager Mclliken has ap-
pointed Mr. J. R. V. Agnew Assistant
General Superintendent with headquarters
at Grand Rapids. He will have charge of
train and station service, and the distribu-
tion of cars, and is authorized to make
such changes in his department as he may
deem for the best interests of the company.
This new departure is regarded by rail-
road men as meaning that there will be
more changes in the near future among
the officials who are high in rank.
Ninth street has long been acknowl-
edged as one of the finest streets for resi-
dences in this city. Quite recently some
marked improvements have been made in
the premises along that street, among
which is that of Mr. E. J. Harrington.
JW. BOS MAN,
Merchant Tailor,
and dealer in
Ready-Made Cbthing,
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS
NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.
M
DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
n* OiLTHTULsm BAINKVKR nn ormtom.
In * million homes for a quarter ot a century It Am
(tood the consumers* reliable teat,
THE TESTJMTHE OVEH.
MICE BAKING POWDER CO.,
Dr. Price’s Sjccial Flayoriig Extracts,
The etroniMt, aost dslltioos sad eataral laver tows, sad
Dr. Prlos’s Lupulln Yiast Gints
For Light, Healthy Bread, The Best Dry Hop
Yeast lu the World.
FOR SALE BY GROCERS.CHICAGO. - 8T. LOUIS.
LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD
YEASTGEMS I
A large and very line line of
suiTiusro-s
have jut been received and aU who deatre a sQotl
CUSTOM-MADE ailt of Clothe! will do weh u»
GIVE ME A CALL.
Our large stock of READY-MADE CLOTHING
will be sold at bottom prices.
Examine our Goode before purchas-
ing elsewhere.
J. W. B08MAN,
Holland, Mich., AprU S3, m 12-ly
Wednesday evening, October 1, 1884, Job:
Balgooyen, of Grand Haven, to Miss Ri
ka Van den Beldt, of Holland.
ler lal
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Mrs. H. Van Eyck, wha has lived in
this vicinity for a number of years, but
who lately immigrated to Dakota with
her husband, died while on a visit to her
daughter in New Groningen last Tuesday.
The funeral services was held on Wednes-
day.
A circular has been issued from head-
quarters, of the Chicago & West Mich.
R’y, dated Sept. 30, stating that Mr. E. W.
Bliss is relieved from duty as Division
Superintendent, and the office abolished.
Mr. Bliss will continue in charge of the
track between La Crosse and Baldwin
with the title of roadmaster.
The fire last Thursday morning breugh
to the notice of our people the fact that it
our fire department are to get to aflrdln
short order, some different system ef alarm
has got to be avanged and carried ioto ef-
fect. Fully ene-ihird of our citizens did
not know that there was a fire in our
midst until late that morning and then not
until told of it by their frelnds.
Last Thursday evening a meeting
the congregation of Rev. E. Bos was held
in their church. The meeting wm called
to determine whether they would unite, as
Married:— By Rev. £. Bos, onjHe has made additions to his already
comfortable home and has raised the
building two feet and placed it on a brick
and stone foundation, and is now
busy beautifying the premises surround-
ing it. Mr. Harrington, when the plans
regarding his residence are all carried out,
will have one of the most beautiful and
comfortable homes in the city. Just op-
posite Mr. Harrington’s premises is the
residence of Mr. Rokus Ranters which
has been painted and altered until it is
one ot the neatest little cottages in the vi-
cinity.
The competitive sale of the pictures en
exhibition at Burgess’ gallery closes to
day. Those who wish to secure pictures
should take advantage of this sale.
. The Blaine and Logan club of this city
ttended, in uniform, a mass meeting at
eeland last Thursday evening. Congress-
an Ed. Lacy, of Charlotte, was the prin-
pal attraction.
The lack of discipline in our Fire De-
partment is a matter of regret and should
be remedied. Who will take the first step
toward the accomplishment of a thorough
reorganization of the department?
We understand that our skating rink
will open next week. Roller skating is
likely to become more popular thau last
winter, and there is hardly a town in
Michigan ot any size, without a rink,
The price of tickets for Uncle Tom’s
Cabin has been placed at thirty-five cents
to all parts of the house, and no extra
charge will be made for securing seats
two days in advance at Breyman’s store.
The car accountant’s office is to be
moved from this station to Muskegon to-
day. Messrs. Graves, Lambert and Mar-
tin, of that office, have made many friends
during their stay here and we are sorry to
see them leave our city.
Mb. Wiluam Baumgartel has com-
pleted arrangements and will open up a
first-class barber shop In the building
owned by Mr. J. Schrader in the first
ward. Mr. Baumgartel has secured the
irvlcos of a competent barber from De-
roit, and will be fully able to suit the
iost futidious of our citizeus. He ex-
its to have his shop open by next Wed-a congregation, with the Christian Ref.
Church. After considerable discussion a |nesday.
vote was taken and resulted as follows: In
favor, 51; against 20; blanks 1& The ma< I Considerable excitement was created
iority not satisfied with the result, the (on the streets of this city last Tuesday by
meeting was adjourned for one month to/ the BewB tbata man» an,wering the de-
again consider the subject The expi
desire of those voting against uniting wilt
the Christian Ref. Church was in fayor
of joining the United Presbyterian tienem-
inatiou.
Last Tuesday evening the Blaine and
Logan club had an opportunity of show-
ing their new uniforms. The club turned
out in force and presented a very fine ap-
pearance. The meeting at Lyceum Hall
was largely attended by both ladies and
gentlemen. The program had been some-
what changed owing to the fact that Hon.
G. A. Farr, of Grand Haven, was unable
to be present, and G. W. McBride, of
Grand Haven, Jndge John W. Stone, of
Grand Rapids, and G. J. Diekema, of this
city, were the speakers. Jndge Stone
made the principal speech of the evening
and paid particular attention to the pro*
mists. G. J. Diekema made his
lltical speech before a Holland an*
this evening, and touched upon
politics!' questions of the day.
made a favorable impression on
heard him.
MM
script ion of the person who murdered Mr.
McLane near Coopersville last week, -had
been arrested sod was in our "lock-up.”
The inmate of our "old hen coop* tallied
exactly with the description given of the
murderer, and ft was thought by all our
local officers that they had the right party
for that heinous crime. The supposed
murderer was first seen by JJohu Vinke-
mulder, of Olive, near Ottawa station en
Monday evening and was wandering about
in an aimless Way. Yinkemulder, not be-
ing armed, was afraid to tackle Mr. tramp,
but it being about dark he tracked him.
He followed the supposed arch fiend to
Olive Center and early next morning ar-
rested him at North Holland with the as-
sistance of M. P. Stegenga. He was
bronght to this city and placed' in charge
of Marshal Vanpell who deliveied him to
the Sheriff. The only weapon that our
Marshal found on his person was a razor.
Yesterday we learned that the tramp had
been taken to Coopenville by Sheriff Van-
pell and brought before the mo of the
MP
The best dry hop yeast In the world.. Bread
raised by this yesst Is light, white tod whole-
some like our grandmother's delicious bread,
GROCERS SELL THEM.
MUPANCD IV TNI
Price Baking Powder Co.,;
HanTrs of Dr. Ws SptcUl Flnorlm Eitraca,
Chicago, III. _ 6t« LouHi MO»
H. WYKHUYSEN,
- dealer In -
& c
At about 3:30 o’clock last Thursday
morning, Second Miller George Campbell,
of the Standard Roller Mills, discovered
fire Issuing from beneath a tin box that
covered a journal of a shaft running a
smut machine in the basement of the
mill. An alarm was Immediately given
throughout the institution and the em-
ployees brought to bear on the flames all
the fire apparatus of the mill, but were
unable to extinguish them. The fire was
rapidly communicated to the elevators
and by them conducted up through the
mill. A general alarm was then given
by means of the mill whistle and in a very
short time the hose companies and hook
and ladder company were on the ground
together with about one hundred and
fifty working citizens. Four one-inch
streams of water from our water works
were brought to bear on the flames in the
basement and they were readily extin-
guished. The fire by this time . had
reached to the second and third stories of
the addition to the mill and the timbers
and wheat bins were rapidly being con-
sumed, when attention was paid to that
part of the building, and solid bodies of
water were hurled against it. The smoke
inside of the mill was dense,
and the suffocating fumes of burn-
ing wet wheat were overpowering, and the
firemen ceuld only work by turns, but
they persistently and bravely labored on,
and after two hours and a half of bard
work the fire was extinguished. The
Standard, the model mill in neatness in
this section, presented a sorry looking ap-
pearance after this deluge of water. Flour
and water lay thick upon the first floor of
the main building, and in the addition
wet wheat to the depth of two feet cov-
ered the floor. The sides of the walls and
timbers were charred and blackened and
the water dripped from the celling in
large streams. Men, however were Im-
mediately set to work cleaning up the de-
bris and the mill will be in as good order
as ever in about- two weeks. There were
fully sixteen thousand bushels of wheat
stored in the mill, besides a large stock of
flour, and it was nearly all destroyed.
The loss, which Is principally on stock
and machinery, as given us Is, $25,000;
insured as follows: North Ameri-
can Insurance Company, $10,000; Ger-
mania, $5,000; Rochester German, $1,000;
Grand Rapids Fire and Marine, $1,000;
Phoenix, (Hartford,) $2,500; Franklin,
$1,000; Liverpool, Landen and Globe,
$2,500; Springfield Fire and Marine,
$1,000; Michigan Fire and Marino, $1;0()0;
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Ladies' and Gents’ Lockets,
Silverware, Platedware,
Jewelry and Clocks.
jl also keep on hand a full line of
ECTACLES!
My stock of
ILVERWARE
^ is unsurpassed in this city.
ticular attention is called to the fact
all my goods are first-class and are
at low prices.
o in and see my Stock. Watohei
and Clocks repaired on
short notice.
street, opposite first church.
H. WYKHUYSEN.
iNi), Mich.. Oct. 24, 1882. 14-1
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Offers i Is superior made wars us just *s cheap as
anybod r sell them in Zee laud, and claims that
tbeyar a
Bet er wagon in everyway,
Taad' ill not be nndesold by anyone.
Oa I and Examine.
murdered man who failed to Identify him j Michigan Millers’ Mntnal, $2,500;
mmsi \\a WA* VAtinnul Ad ftftO
Also keeDe on hand a line of]
111
and he wai released. lert’ National, $4,000.
4i
and Top Buggies,
And a flue stock of|I
*AHD SWILL BODY COTTERS.
nice assortment of Bugfiee for Fanners
a are oa the way coming. ' 1
ALSO AGENT FOR
iH PUTFORM SPRING WAGON
WORKS.
J. FLIEMAN.
Holland. Mich., AprU 14. 1888. 20-ly
m
L. C. SEARS,
dealerHn
Fresh 1 Salt Meats
BKldF,
BUTTON-,
“FOUiUZ, and
LAJRJD,
always on hand-
Fish, Poultry and Game
In their season.
! hn ih fiuit hid Mi tkii Yuht,
Meat delivered to any part ef ike
City free’ of charge.
GIVE ME A CALL!
L C. SEARS,
Holland, Apr. 8, *84.
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A SONG OF SIXPENCE.
BY LIZETTE WOODWOBTH BEKSE.
I will sing a song of sixpeno?,
And you may laugh or ory;
The green grass grew, the wind i: blew;
And my lady passed me byl
Wo met st the old church door;
She In her silken gown;
The dreim in her eyes as of yore;-*
But she looked not up nor down.
The birds flew left, the birds flew right;
They sat in the windy trees, .
And sang and sang: and there, in the light,
My lady sank on her knees.
Did she pray for sins to be forgiven?.
Did she count her flirting sin?
Did she pray that the gates or Heaven
Would open, and let her in?
Was it wrong a fool to cheat.
And with his heart to play?
To shake it off— poor dust at her foot—
And smiling go her way?
Hey, fool! Hey, love and hate!
<1 stood me there at the door;
The folk came in through the clanging gate,
And 1 saw herfaco once more.
The dream was still in her eyes;
What rare dream could it be?
Saint Barbara in Paradise,
Looked not more fair than she.
Heigh-ho, mv song of sixpence!
'Hi.e blossoms were white and red
The church bclLrang; the little birds sang,
A singing over the dead.
I laughed : “Oh, lady, we part,
Yet come to our graves we must
You with your face, and I with my heart,
For we are both made of dustl"
I have sung my song of sixpence;
And have you aught to say?
All tho world knows, love comes, love goes;
And wo break our hearts? Nay, nay !
'—SL Louis Magazine.
The Adventures of a Tragedy,
Perhaps one of the most curious epi-
sodes of the history of the modern dra-
ma, is to be found in the experience of
M. Legouve in bringing before the
public his well-known tragedy of Me-
dea, which was written expressly for
Mile. Rachel The great success of
Adrienne Leconyreur had enconraged
him to set to work anew to create a
'character for the great bnt capricious
actress to personate. And, apropose of
:Adrinne, M. Legouve has revealed to
the world some little time ago the fact
(that the wonderfully touching scene in
jthe last act, when Adrienne, dying and
(delirious, repeats in her frenzy frag-
ments of her roles, and fancies herself
upon the stage, was taken literally from
feallife. “Mademoiselle was dying,”
writes M. Legouve, “At her bedside a
pious priest, the Abbe Gallard, knelt
in prayer. Suddenly from the lips of
the delirious and dying woman came
articulate words, connected phrases,
which were incomprehensible to him.
"What were these words? Whole pas-
sages of Fausses Confidence, of the
Jen de V Amour et du Hassard, and of
Le Legs; the dying woman was re-
hearsing her roles. Her countenance,
(wasted by illness, gained a new anima-
tion to represent these thearetical per-
sonages ; her voice} assumed their ac-
cents, and then, pausing from time to
time, she would harken as one who is
listening and who applauds. She be-
came her own audience. This persist-
ence of the love of art and the remem-
brance of art even in death produced
upon me a strong impression. I saw in
it a novel and interesting effect for the
fifth act of Adrienne.”
Yet Legouve, rude as was the blow
thus dealt to his aspirations and ambi-
tion, writes with peculiar tenderness
respecting this strange, gifted, contra-
dictoiy creature, who resembled no
person living so muoh as she did the
Cleopatra of Shakspeare in the con-
trasted elements of her character, in
her sudden transitions from the dig-
nity of an empress to the wild freaks of
a street boy. And in the wonderful
mingling of the best and the meanest
traits of feminine humanity in her na-
ture. Onoe, when she was playing Vir-
ginia, M. Legouve surprised her in her
dressing-room dancing the can-can in
her classic robes. There is an anecdote
of her in the earlier portion of her ca-
reer which paints her to the life. Dur-
ing these first years her great genius,
her untarnished reputation, and the in-
•terest excited by her youth and her
, personal charms caused some of the
greatest ladies of the severe society of
(the Faubourg St. Germain to take her
under their protection. One of these,
who bore one of the noblest titles and
Iproudest names in France, wishing to
Remonstrate in the tallest and most
public manner her respect for the great
actress, took Mile. Rachel out to drive
with her in an open carriage in the
Bois de Boulogne, placing her daugh-
ter on the front seat, while her gifted
guest sat beside her. Qn returning
Jxom this drive Mile. Rachel, on enter-
ing the drawing-room, sank on one knee
Wore her hostess, and sobbed oat,
with streaming eyes : “Oh, Madame la
Duchesse, such a proof of your esteem
as that which you have now given me is
more precious to me than all my
talent!” The motion of the mother
and daughter oan well be imagined.
They raised their cherished guest from
the ground and embraced her fondly.
Shortly after she took her leave. The
drawing-room was preceded by two
smaller ones, through which it was
necessary to pass in order to reach the
outer door. Mile. Rachel on depart-
ing passed through these two rooms
without perceiving that the younger
daughter of the house had accompanied
her part of the way as a farther mark
of attention. Arrived at the lastfdoor,
and fancying that she was alone, Mile.
Rachel on opening it turned around
and executed in the direction of the
drawing-room that gesture of supreme
and vulgar contempt which consists in
putting one’s fingers to ones nose in
the fashion known in France as a pied
de nee.9 Unfortunately this last door
was panelled with mirrors which re-
flected the gesture of the actress. It
girl, who hastened, choking with in-
dignation, to tell her mother what she
had seen.
The success of Adrienne induced
Mile. Rachel to revive one of Legouve’s
earlier plays, Louise de Lignerolles.
Having impersonated the heroine with
marked success, she next implored Le-
gouve to write a tragedy especially for
her. The dramatist turned his atten-
tion to a subject that had always tempt-
ed him, namely, Modea. One scene in
particular in the Greek drama had
made an especial impression on his im-
agination. It is that wherein Greusa
receives from Media the fatal gifts of a
golden diadem and a silken mantle,
wheerein the young princess decks her-
self only tfr die, poisoned and in agony.
M. Legouve cenceived the idea of mak-
ing Media her own messenger, and of
causing her to be present at the death
of her rival. He set to work, and after
a year of assiduous toil he brought his
tragedy to Mile Rachel. The capri-
cious actress raised at first a thousand
objections ; she did not like to play an-
other clasic personage ; she had never
impersonated a mother; she would not
kuow how to render the accents of ma-
ternal feeling. Finally she consented to
play the part, and threw herself into
her studies with as much ardor as she
had shown in studying Adrienne or
Louise de Lignerolles. Her next idea
was to persuade the author to cut out
the grand scene, that of tho death of
Creusa. He acceded to all her wishes
and the reheralswere proceeding pros-
perously, when one day Mile. Rachel
set off for Russia, relinquishing her
studies of Medea, which were never
afterward resumed.
On her return from Russia, Mile. Ra-
chel made a formal announcoment of her
intention not to play Medea. M. Le-
gouve then brought suit against hor,
and gained his cause, partly through a
rather comical incident. M. Cremieux
was Mile. Rachels lawyer, and he
thought to servo the cause of his client
by reciting in a burlesque manner
certain passages of the role of Creuza.
Unfortunately for his cause, these lines
were simply a close translation of a
famous passage in Euripides. M. Ma-
thieu. the lawyer for Legouve, seized
eagerly on this advantage, and after
quietly calling attention to the fact that
his adversary had been ridiculing not
M. Mathieu, but Enripides, he contin-
ued : “Moreover, gentlemen, had these
lines proved a failure, that would have
proved nothing. They are placed in
the mouth of a young and lovely prin-
cess, a youthful bride with her hands
filled with flowers and her heart full of
love. M. Cremieux does not look the
character, it seems to me.” This allu-
sion to the proverbial ugliness of M.
Cremieux set every one to laughing, and
the day was won.
But the success of tho lawsuit availed
nothing in the way of bringing Medea
on the stage. M. Legouve published
his tragedy, which achieved a very
marked literary success, passing rap-
idly through several editions. Still he
was bnt half consoled, when one day
he learned that the famous Italian ac-
tress, Madame Ristori, had arrived in
Paris with the intention of giving a
series of representations. The name
of this young artiste was not unknown
to the dramatist. Some years before,
Madame Allan, of the Comedy Fran-
caise, had said to him: “Whilst at
Turin I went to the theater. I saw
there a wonderful young tragic actress,
a woman of genius. Sheds called Ade-
laide Ristori.” M. Legouve hastened to
witness the first representation given by
the new actress at the Theatre Italien.
The play was the revolting but power-
ful Mirra of Allien. The dramatist has
left on record his impressions: “1
shall never forget my surprise and my
emotion. I was under the influence of
a revelation. A new artnmfolded itself
before me. The powerful play of the
physiognomy, the audacity of the ges-
tures, the amplitude movement, those
glances, those lips from which passion
poured in torrents, that voice which
rose to the highest notes of the soprano
register to descend to the profound and
agitating notes of the contralto all re-
called Malibran to me.” He went be-
hind the scenes to present hit congrat-
ulations to the actress. Madame Ris-
tori, as soon as he was introduced, de-
clared herself charmed at the meeting.
She had successively played the three
roles of his Lbuise de Lignerolles, and
she begged him to write a tragedy ex-
pressly for her. ,4T have one ready,”
ity of her genus into every personage
of the piece. She taught Jason how
to be brutal, and Orpheus how to be
poetic; she imported pathos to Creusa,
and childish grace to the children.
Finally Medea was brought out at the
Theater Italien, in Paris, with an im-
mediate and overwhelming success.
Mile. Rachel had quitted the city in
order not to be present on the occasion.
She had previously assisted, hidden in
the depth of a baignoire, at one of Ris-
tori’s representations of Mario Stuart.
She remained till the grand scene be-
tween the two queens brought down
the house in thunders of applause.
Then, unable to witness any longer the
magnificent acting of her rival, she left
the theater precipitately. A few nights
later, Madame Ristori, who had played
Phedre some time before with compara-
tively little success, went to see Rachel
in that role. Rachel, electrified by be-
holding her rival amongst the specta-
tors, that night surpassed herself. The
great Italian actress was almost wild
with enthusiasm. Leaning over the
front of her box, she followed every
movement, every glance of Phedre,
she gave the signal for applause, and
was the last to cease applauding. Each
actress had acknowledged the genius
of the other after her own
fashion. The one fled to weep;
the other remained to applaud.
Madame Ristori was superstitious like
most Italians, even the most gifted. M.
Legonue tells a little anecdote of the
first representation of Medea, which
illustrates this not unamiable weakness
on tho part of the great actress. After
the first act which had been one long
triumph for her, ho writes : “I went to
her dressing room. ‘My dear friend,’
she cried, on seeing me, ‘the success of
your last two acts is assured, Look!’
I looked, and saw a large gray cat in-
stalled upon her lap. ‘What has the
cat to do with our play?” I asked her,
laughingly. ‘You do not recognize it?’
‘No.’ ‘He was present at our rehearsals.
He is tho cat of the theatre. I have
seen him a dozen times come and sit
beside the prompter’s box whilst I re-
hearsed. I never would allow him to
be driven away, I should have been
afraid that it would have brought us ill
luck ; but I watched him anxiously.
Why is ho always there ? I wonder. He
actually seems to bo interested.’ I burst
out laughing. ‘Laugh away,’ she said,
half jestingly, half seriously; ‘you
French are all heathen. You have no
superstitious ideas; but I believe most
firmly in presentiments. So when this
cat just bow entered my dressing-room
(where he had never come before) and
sprang into my lap, I said to myself, it
is a good omen.’ And at the end of the
play, as soon as she saw me, she cried,
‘Well, was not the cat right?’ ”
Tho great success of Madame Ristori
in Medea was not confined to France.
She appeared in it both in America and
England, winning fame for herself and
applause for tho tragedy with every re-
presentation. Had it not been for the
precipitate flight of Mile. Sarah Bern-
hardt from the Comedie Fraucaise,
Medea would have been revived at that
theatre with the brilliant and erratic
actress in the title rele. But her de-
parture lias left M. Perrin without a
leading actress capable of sustaining so
exacting a character, and Madame
Ristori remains the only personator of
Medea on the French boards.
A SHORT TALR WITH THE BOYS.
M. Legonve made answer. “ ‘It’s
name?’ ‘Medea,’ ‘Medea— which Mile.
Rachel—’ ‘Refused to play.’ ‘Yes,
that is trie. Bnt I think she made a
mistake. At all events, will you read
the piece?” This che promised to do,
and I sent her a copy the next morning.
Three months elapsed, and I thought
no more of the matter, when one day I
received a letter from Madame Ristori’s
agent begging me to call to settle the
terms of translation, etc., of Medea.”
The facts in the case were briefly as
follows: Madame Ristori had carried
off the piece in her trunk, not likmg to
wound M. Legouve by a flat refusal, yet
fully convinced that the play must be a
very poor one to have been so summarily
rejected by Rachel One day, while get-
ting her hair dressed, she took np the
play and began to turn over the pages.
Some passages struck her; she read on
for some litUe time, and then, suddenly
starting np, she rush'ed, with her hair
half arranged, into her hnsband's room.
“Either Mile. Rachel has a mortal
hatred for M. Legonve, or she is mad!”
she cried. ‘‘Medea is one of the finest
acting parts for a woman that I have
ever met with.”
The tragedy, after having been trans-
lated by the Italian poet Montaneili,
was cast and • mounted in eleven days.
Unlike Mile. Rachel, who at rehearsals
was therefore perfectly visible in the never saw anything beyond her own
inner room, in which was the young I part, Madame Ristori infused the. vital*
The Death-Struck Fall Forward.
The critics do not seem to have no-
ticed— at least they have not comment-
ed upon— the natural way in which
Henry Irving counterfeits the death
struggle upon tho stage. The Ameri-
can actors invariably fall backwards
when they come to the death scene in
their tragedies; Mr. Irving falls for-
ward full upon his free, and this, we
are told by physicians and soldiers, is
the natural way with those suddenly
overtaken J)y death.
In a recent conversation, Capt. Lee,
of tho regular army, said that Irving's
death in “Louis XI” was the most
natural bit of acting he had ever seen.
He had been a witness of numerous
shooting affairs upon the border, and
he had noticed that when a man was
shot his head fell forward upon hia
breast, and his body fell in the direc-
tion indicated by the head. Capt. Lee,
visited the field of Gettysburg the day
after the battle and he found the dead
ninety-nine out of one hnndred cases
lying fiat upon their faces.
American painters invariably repre-
sent the dead upon the battle field as
lying upon their backs. Perhaps they
do this for the purpose of delineating
death upon the countenances. The
French painters as invariably repre-
sent the dead with their faces down-
ward, preferring to more subtly con-
vey the idea of death by an outstretched
arm, a convulsively clutched hand, or
some other small bnt hideously artistic
detail of the phenomenon of death.
Irving is the only actor we know of
who has defied every stage tradition and
custom, and dies on the stage as people
off the stage die. The innovation is a
pleasing one, and should pass into cus-
tom.— _
The business of preparing sumach
for market is mainly confined to Rich-
mond and some other cities of Vir-
ginia. The collectors take their small
lots to the mills where they are
bought. After the sumach is properly
manufactured it is sent for sale to New
Ybak and other cities, where it comes
in competition with the imported or
Sicilian sumach, which is the leaves of
Rhmc oriaria, a species cultivated in
Southern Europe. However abundant-
ly sumach may grow in a locality, un-
less the owner of some grist-mill will
introduce muchinery to grind and bolt
the loaves, or some capitalist will es-
tabflsh a mill for the purpose, the gath-
ering of the sumach crop cannot be
mode profitable.
BY M. QUAD.
Now, my lad, if you have arrive I at
the ago of 16 it is time you began to
think of a trade or profession. This
isn’t a countrv in which you can live
on your fathers name or money for any
length of time, and even if you are cal-
culating on coming into possession of a
comfortable fortune at your majority
you may see the day before you are 40
that a trade would clothe and feed you.
Ninety-nine out of every hundred
young men of to-day must make their
own future. What that future will be
depends, first, upon how you start in.
It is easy euough to answer that you
intenjj to become a merchant, lawyer,
doctor, editor, dentist, mechanic, car-
penter, watchmaker, and so on, but just
wait a minute and examine yourself.
Take your horse to the blacksmith shop
aud you may see the smith look over a
hundred ready-made shoes before he
gets one to fit. All are horseshoes, but
a perfect fit is the question. Now, then,
examine yourself and seek to discover
what particular fort you have. You
were born to fill a certain place in the
world. It may be that of a carpenter
or it may be that of a poet. M^ke no
mistake in starting out.
When you hear a man who has noth-
ing in particular to work at wishing
that he had learned a trade, he is talk-
ing nonsense. Ho had no fitness for
one. Had ho set out to learn one of tiio
dozen you can name he would have
been a failure. Every city has dozens
of lawyers and doctors who live starva-
tion lives, and more or less preachers
and artists who are seldom, if ever,
mentioned by name. These men are
mistakes. They have no heart in their
professions, and never belonged there.
I can name you carpenters, painters,
blacksmiths, wagon-makers, and others,
who are out of work half the time, and
the other half is mostly consumed in
kicking and complaining against tho
times. It is their own fault. They are
botch workmen. It is like putting an
accordion under a piano and expecting
it to play piano music. Had each
learned the trade he was fitted for he
would have excelled.
You have the same idea of being a
merchant that I had at your age. It
was simply to buy and sell goods. That
sepms easy enough, but tho merchant
who hasn’t the “knack” for the business
is doomed to certain failure. Not one
out of fifty clerks ever become mer-
chants. Probably not more than three
or four out of fifty are fitted to do busi-
ness for themselves.
A boy’s idea of being a doctor is to
visit the sick, cure them if possible, and
collect $50, and the one who answers
that he is going to make a lawyer of
himself thinks of nothing but big fees
and verdicts in favor of his clients.
But, as I told you at the out et, if
you have arrived at the age of 15 or 16
it is time you looked matters square in
the face and had some idea of your fu-
ture. If you were to answer at once
you would say that you would take a
profession in preference to a trade. A
profession means several years of hard
study, quite a large cash outlay and
then trials and rebuffs to get a start in
business. It is one thing to graduate
as a lawyer or a doctor, and quite an-
other to pick up clients and patients.
If you have fully decided on a profes-
sion be careful of your first move. If
you have a large head your grand-
mother has doubtless many times ex-
claimed : “What a great lawyer this
boy would make.” Don’t try to make
one on the size of your head. We’ve
got any number of that class in the
country now, and they can’t pay their
grocers’ bills. If you can pull a sliver
out of your finger without winking it
may be a sign that you would make a
great surgeon. It may also be a sign
that you ate born to be a butcher.
How will you know what to pursue?
Your own feelings are the safest guide
If left to your parents and to circum-
stances you may be forced into a trade
or profession which you can never
make a success. When you
come to realize that you must make
your own way in life your particular
forte will be apt to reveal itself. One
of the best lawyers in Detroit was in-
tendecnor the ministry; another served
three years as a journalist, bnt all the
time feeling that he was not in his ele-
ment; another was forced by his father
to learn the trade of harness maker. I
know a machinist who at first studied
medicine; of a watchmaker who tried
to become a lawyer; of a carpenter who
threw away three years of his life try-
ing to become a dentist.
After you have selected your profes-
sion or . trade. what then? Strive to
master it in all its details and to excel.
If you become a carpenter don’t be sat-
isfied when*you can saw and plane and ‘
match. Don’t be satisfied with $2 per
day. Make yourself worth $3. Master
details and push yourself from carpen-
ter to builder. Don’t imagine that a
man in search of a lawyer walks down
the street and drops in at the first sign
hanging out. It is the lawyer who has
climbed above his fellows that he seeks
out. If our friends are ill we want the
best doctor. We want the man who
has made himself the best by stndy and
energy. The blacksmith who is content
to mend old wagons will never iron a
new one. The maohinist who stands at
the lathe to do about so mnoh work in
ten hours need not expect to be better
off it is the men who put their heart
into what they do who succeed.
There are 100,000 deaths yearly in
London, and all the bodies are buried
in the surface soil around the Vity, that
is, in thirty years 3.000,000 bodies. In
twenty years, says Sir Spencer Welle,
a body becomes clay, and London fiaa,
therefore always 2,000,000 bodies un-
dergoing “harmful decay,”
SUGGESTIONS OF VALUE.
Ammonia water is best for cleansing
brushes.
To freshen velvet hold the Avrong
side over boiling water.
Wet mildewed fabrics with lemon
juice and lay them in the sun.
A rancheress of Washoe valley,
Nevada, has invented a novel method of
preserving eggs for winter use. Dur-
ing the summer she breaks the eggs,
pours the contents into bottles which
are tightly corked and sealed, when they
are placed in the celler, neck down.
She claims the contents of the bottles
come out as when put in.
Thermomf,ters are inexpensive, and
every occupied room should have one.
Fuel is often wasted by allowing the
air to become too hot, and inmates
catch cold by allowing the tempera-
ture to fall too low unawares. A ther-
mometer is valuable in a fruit-room,
and by keeping the temperature uni-
formly near freezing, decay by too
muoh heat will be prevented, and freez-
ing and spoiling by too low a tempera-
ture.
A Cheap Wash for Outside Walls.
—A cheap wash for old brick v/alls and
one that will last for years is prepared
as follows : Make a good mixture of
fresh lime, about as thick as thick syrup,
and add about a twentieth its bulk of
linseed oil while tho wash is yet hot ,
and about a sixteenth part of glue which
has been dissolved in several times its
bulk of hot water. Then, when cool,
stir to a proper consistence for apply-
ing. This wash will adhere firmly.
When painting is to be done, wash tho
wall well with crude petroleum.
Work Basket.— The hour-glass
basket, made by fastening tho bottoms'
of two wooden peach baskets firmly
together, is much improved by a cover-
ing of cretonne or momie cloth, gather-
ed slightly or plaited, and tacked to the
top of each basket, one of which be-
comes the bottom of the stand. The
upper basket is lined with deep pockets
of the same, gathered and tied with
ribbon bows. A false bottom of paste-
board covered with sateen completes
lining, and a cover is made of a circular
piece of thin board or doubled paste-
board. lined with sateen and covered
with the outside material, gathered to
a centre and supplied with a handle,
made by fastening the flat sides of two
very large wooden button moulds to-
gether, and covering them with cre-
tonne. This should be sewed to the mid-
dle of the cover, as suspended buttons
are sewed on, with the thread wound
around several times, between the but-
ton and the foundation. A broad
ribbon should be tied around the point
where the baskets join, and a ruche of
ribbon, or plaited cretonne, may be on
the top and bottom. Such a basket
will be found both useful and ornamen-
tal in a room, and if covered with figur-
ed Swiss, over light-colored silesia and
decorated with lace or embroidery, it
will make a pretty baby’s toilet basket,
its depth giving it an advantage over
the usual shallow baskets, as those who
try it will testify. For the latter pur-
pose, the cover may be dispensed with.
Drinking in the Middle Ages.
Wo are of the opinion that drinking
had not in the middle ages reached
anything like the disgusting extreme
at which wo find it in the latter part of
the seventeenth and the whole of the
eighteenth century. Chaucer, it will
be conceded, was an accurate painter of
the contemporary manners. With the
exception of Shakspeare no English-
man has surpassed him. Many of the
characters in the “Canterbury Tales”
get drunk, and misfortunes happen to
them in consequence, but nothing is
ever said to indicate that the poet had
any sympathy with the gross form of
voice. The same may be said of the
Elizabethan dramatists. It is not un-
til we reach the regin of Charles II.
that we find writers of repute speaking
of excess in drink as if it wer5 no fra-
ilty, but rather a virtue. This distor-
ted view of things continued getting
worse and worse until the days of our
grandfathers. All eighteenth century
literature is full of it There was a
print once so popular that it was found
on the walls of oottages, as well as in
bar parlors, which represented two
compartments. In each was a man sit-
ting. The first was labled “A Jolly
Good Fellow;” he had a tankard of
foaming beer beside him. The other
had for an inscription, “A Muckworm,”
and represented a thin and careworn
man making entries in a ledger. The
inference to be drawn, of course, was
that the man who cast np his accounts
was infinitely inferior in the social
scale to the boon companion who stupe-
fied himself with beer. We imagme
this was the common feeling of the
time, and that it continned in many
classes down to the beginning of the
present reign. We ourselves knew a
farmer who had broken his ribs twice
and an arm three times by falling off
horseback when returning drunk from
market.
4
There are a lot of newspaper men in
the world, who are continually pound-
ing away at mothers-in-law. We would
like to know what kind of looking crea-
tures they would be if there had never
been any mothers-in-law in the world,
and then, too, there would be an im-
mense amount of pleasure in getting
married, if wives had never had any
mothers, wouldn’t there ? We are down
on the man who has no more sense than
to be eternally abusing the good old
ladies, who have so much to do with
keeping the world in wives. — Through
Mail _
He who sedulously attends, pointed-
ly asks, certainly speaks, coolly an-
swers, and ceases when he has no more
to say, is in possession of some of the
best requisites of mam- -Izvater. i
 */
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HYGIENE FOB 8H0KEBS.
A Scientific Man Tell* How to Minimise the
Evils of the Habit
In the Journal d’ Hygiene Dr. Felix
Bremont discusses some laws of health
in their special application to smokers.
He says caustically, to begin with, thatv y * -- — - - w
he is not talking to schoolboys who
puli' cigarettes, nor to children who try
to play the man by taking up one of
Ills faults, but addresses himself to
sure- enough smokers, the number of
whom he has no particular care to in-
crease. The prime rule of hygiene in
the code is radical enough, to be sure,
and would very speedily, if consist-
ently followed, do away with all the ills
of smoking. It is the simple advice
not to smoke at all, an injunction that
seems to negative the learned Doctor’s
preface that he is not aiming his re-
marks at children. We will take his
word for it that hardly an old smoker
but would avow it had been better for
him had he never touched pipe or
cigar: but popular science does not
really comprehend a discussion of ab-
stract morals, and it is the practical
phase of the Doctor’s article rather
than its {esthetic that we wish to con-
sider. The evils of smoking may be
granted off-hand, but since men will
smoke the thing to be considered is
how to diminish the bad effects of the
practice.
Happily M. Bremont is not a fanatic,
and scorns not to point out means by
which the delicious vice may be in-
dulged at least expense to the system.
Imprimis, the cigar smoker should use
a holder. By that means less nicotine
is absorbed, and the necessity for spit-
ting is not si) urgent. Long holders
are better than short, because they
better cool the smoke, and cheap ones
are better than expensive ones because
they will' oftener bo renewed. There
is, besides, a gain in point of cleanliness
in the use of a holder. Too many hands
touch the tobacco in its manufacture for
it to escape soil, and sometimes it carries
with it filth and diseased germs as well.
Havana cigars are recommended as by
all odds the best, though the difficulty
of getting the genuine article is pain-
fully recognized. • There is very great
imposition in the matter of Havana
cigars. Very cheap and inferior goods
are made in various parts of Europe
and the United States, shipped to Hav-
ana for packing, and returned thence
with the brand and label of genuine
Havana cigars. At Hamburg, indeed,
cigars are made from cabbage leaf to-
bacco, and right there done up as
Havanas, without the troublesome for-
mality of shipping to Cuba. We sus-
pect the same thing is done in markets
nearer home. Those cigars are run
through the custom house with no
greater bother to the manufacturers
than taking them out to meet an incom-
ing vessel, upon which they are dumped
for this purpose. This simple act aug-
ments their value tenfold.
It is recommended as a good hygienic
precaution to select dry cigars for
smoking, as they are free from nicotine.
Slow smoking is another excellent
specific against the too great absorption
of the toxic principles of tobacco. The
fast smoker of wot cigars who does not
spit during the process dangerously
saturates his nervous system with
poison. To such a person a pipe is al-
together insipid. The more thoroughly
the matter is medically considered the
more positive becomes the judgment
that ciganette smoking is the most per-
nicious use of tobacco, and is one of the
most frequent causes of disease of the
heart. This is not perhaps due to the
wrapper as much ns to the habit cigar
smokers have of inhaling the smoke,
and to the further fact that cigarette
tobacco is usually more moist than
others, that it may be easily rolled.
Tiie pipe is, after all, the nearest ap-
proach to hygienic excellence the
smoker may attain. But there are pipes
and pipes. The best are the most po-
rous, whatever the material. They are
good in proportion to their absorption
of the nicotine, and cease to be good
after they have become seasoned. A sea-
soned meerschaum, for example, is no
better than a metallic pipe, and should,
for health’s sake, at whatever sacrifice
of nut-brown beauty, be boiled into its
original usefulness as an absorl>ent.
The bowl being well chosen, the stem
should be long. With such precautions,
and the use of dry, pure tobacco, the
smoker has the highest form of hygien-
ic smoking, and the one that should
really be most delightful to the sense,
soothing without stupefying, exhilarat-
ing without exciting the nerves. Short
stemmed pipes have been very prop-« « *r tt « . • »« •* “ A
erly termed “scorch-throats,” and ore
most pernicious in their effects. Not
only do they admit to the mouth all the
poisons of the tobacco, but send in a
smoke hot enough to burn any tongue
that has not been injuriously tough-
ened by long abuse. The thickening
of the epithelial layer is one effect of
the use of these pipes whict the French
have named brule-gueule.
Liberal ventilation of apartments in
which smoking is indulged should be
observed. The inhalation of foul
smoke is a sure means of giving deli-
cate membranes an injurious coating of
nicotine. Cleanliness is strongly urged,
not only for the benefit of the smoker,
but for the sake of those who may be
brought in contact with him. The
odor and effect of tobacco exhaled
from the smoker are not pleasant even
to smokers, and there cannot be too
much care given to the cleansing of tbe
mouth. The teeth should be well
brushed, night and morning, and the
valuable hint is given that a gargle of
aromatized water is better to neutralize
the odor of tobacco than the best
scented pellets.— CVticay plnter Ocean.
Boiled tripe, fried to a very light
rinkhbrown in butter and then sprinkled
with salt and- pepper, is said t< '
precisely like mushrooms
Si,;.
"i
Hew Catalogue of Organs.
Thk Mason & Hamlin Oboan and Piano
Companv have Just Issued their new Cata-
logue for the season of 1884-5. It forms a
handsome 4to pamphlet of 46 pages, and con-
tains Illustrations accurately showing the
appearance of all the stylos of organs regu-
larly made by them, with detailed descrip-
tions of the capacity of each; together with
quite full mention of the general modes of
construction employed and the great favor
with which their organs have boon received
all over the world; with accounts of their
triumphs at all tho great comparisons ef
such instruments at World’s Industrial Ex-
hibitions for many years; with pictures of
medals, decorations and diplomas of honor
obtained.
In looking over such a catalogue one Is
forcibly reminded of tho magnitude which
tho business of reed instruments has attained.
Twenty-five years since only a few were
made, under the name “Melodeons,” which
had not and did not deserve much favor with
musicians, enjoying very limited sale at
prices varying from $10 to $125. Now to <i00
organs are made yearly in the United States,
which are sold in all civil! ied countries at
prices ranging from $22 to $1,000 or more.
rchiThis ut least may be said to any purc aser
of a Mason St Hamlin organ: he will un ines-
tiouably get the very best, instrument of its
class which can bo made. Thirty years’ ex-
perience is a guarantee of what this company
can and will do. They cannot afford to send
out poor, organs.
The paesent catalogue shows an Increased
and very complete assortment, both as to
cases and capacities. It will be sent free to
any one desiring to see it, on application to
the Mason & Hamlin Okoan and Piano
Company, Heston, Now York, or Chicago.—
Borton Traveller.
Didn’t Need It*
A guest at a country hotel, after
vaiuly trying to sleep, summoned the
negro waiter and said :
“Look here, what the deuce am I go-
ing to do about these mosquitoes?
They are about to eat mo up.”
“Sorry, boss, dat we had to put yer
in dis room, but it couldn’ be hopped.”
“That’s all right. No doubt the in-
tentions of the establishment are good,
but confound it, you don’t want mo to
be eaten up alive, do you?”
“Oh, no, sah; do .n wush ter harm
yer. ”
“Well, why don’t you give me n mos-
quito bar? You’ve given one- to that
man,” pointing to a bed at the opposite
side of the room.
“Yes, sah.”
“Why, then, can’t I have one?”
“ ’Case dar’s only one ’lowed ter each
room, but I’ll take de one frum de
gennerman, sah, an’ gin it ter yer.”
“I don’t want you to do that. . Ho
will complain.”
“Oh, no, sah. He doan need it.”
“Why?”
“’Case he’s dead, sah.”—
Travehr.
“No Physic, Sir, In Mine!”
A good story comes from a boys' boarding-
school In "Jersey.” The diet was monoto-
nous and constipating, and too lea: nod i-rin-
cipal decided to introduce some old style
physio In the apple-ta :ce. and await the hap-
py results. ( n * bright lad, the smura-st In
school, discerned tho tecrct mine In his
sauce, and, pushing back hi-* plate, shouted
to the pNlugoguc. -No physic, sir, in mine.
My dad told me to use nuthln* but Dr.
P.erce’s *Pk*usnft Purgative Pellets.' and
fhoy are doing their duty like a chnrin!”
They are antl-Mllous, and purely vegetable.
Thk ship ol st itc is dressed in sails made
from political canvas, nml guided by the
tiller ol public patronage.— IWtUi loo Ohferver.
It’s no secret nostrum. Wo speak of Dr
Pierce's Extract oi Smart Weed, composed
of best French Ilrnndy, Smart-Weed, Jamai-
ca Ginger, and Camphor Water. It euros
cholera morbus, colic or cramps In stomach,
dlorrlm a, dysentery or bloody flux, and
breaks up i olds, fevers, and mfiainmatory at-
tacks.
Wuv Is u buckwheat cake like a cater
pillar, because it s the grub that makes tho
butter fly.
It Will Cost You Nothing.
“For wlmtr” For a medical opinion In
your en«c, if you are suffering from any
chronic disease which your physican has
failed to relieve or oure. “From whom?”
From Dm. Starkey & Pnlen, 1103 Girard
st., Philadelphia, dispensers of tho Vitalizing
Treatment by Compound Oxygen which is at-
tracting wide attention, and by which most
remarkable cures in desperate chronic cast s
are being made. Write and ask them to furnish
such lulorraation In regard to their treatment
as will enable you to get an intelligent id( aof
its nature and action.I Young Men, Read This.
The Voltaic Belt Co., of Marshall, MicM.,
offer to send their celebrated Electro- Vol-
taic Belt and other Electric Appliances
on trial lor thirty days, to men (young or
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
vitality and manhood, and all kindred trou-
bles. Also for rheumatism, neuralgia, pa-
ralysis. and many other diseases. Complete
io toration to health, vigor, and manhood
guaranteed. No risk is Incurred, ns thirty
days' trial is allowed. Write them at once
for illustrated pamphlet, free.
A Foe in the Air.
A|foe, all the more dangerous because unseen,
lurks in the air of every locality where malaria
is developed by marsh mists, noxious gases, or
the vaporization of water contaminated with de-
cayed vegetation. Fever and ague, billons re-
mittent. dumb ague, and the forms of fever
which assume a typhoid character are its prod-
ucts There is no safety, even for the most
vigorous constitution, unfortified against this
insidious foe, and tho danger to peosons of a
bilious habit or feeble constitution, is doubly
gn at. Protection may, however, lie sought with
certainty in Hostetler's Stomach Bitters, tho
leading American preventive and specific for tho
(lis nsf. It regulates the bowels, purifies and
enriches the blood, healthfully stimulates the
liver, and by increasing the activity of its vari-
ous I unction5, puts the system on guard against
disease. Besides its usetulness as a febrile pre-
ventive. no finer remedy exists for rheumatism,
dyspepsia, inactivity of the kidneys and blad-
der, and other inorganic maladies.
Ought Not to Complain. *
“What hab yer named yer boy?”
asked an acquaintance of old Nelson.
“Iso named him airter myse’f.”
“Wall, I alius makes it er rule neber
ter name er chile airter er libin’ pus-
son.”
“W’y so?”
“ ’Case, yer see, the libin’ pusson mout
turn out bad. He mout be hung. It
is hard on er boy when his namesake am
hung. ”
“Dat’s a fack,” replied Nelson, “an’
ef I hader thought er dat I wouldn’ er
named de boy airter myse’f, fur it am
hard on er boy when his namesake is
hung, but in dis heah case it wouldn’
bo no harder on de boy den it woul’ on
de namesake. If I could stan’ hit he
oughtenter complain.” — Arkansaw
Trateler.
“Hello!” wc heard ’one man say to an-
other, the other day. “I didn't know you at
first. Why! you look ten years younger than
you did when 1 saw you last.” “I feel ten
years > onager,” was the re >ly. “You know
1 used to be under the weather all tho limp
and gave up cxpeciinr to be any better. The
doctor said I had consumption. 1 was terri-
bly weak, had night-sweats, cough, no appe-
tit\ and lost flesh. I saw Dr. Pierce's ‘Gold-
en Medical Discovery' ad . ertised, and thought
it would do no harm if it did no good. It has
cured me. I am a now man because I am a
well one.”
A man of fine ability— a Justice of tho
Peace.
“Pm locked in aiumber,” murmurs tho
prison bird In his tlocp. —H/iilmMithia Record.
HorNfonl'i* Acid Phosphate.
UNANIMOUS APPROVAL OF MEDICAL STAFF*
Dr. T. G. Comstock, Physician at Good Sa-
maritan Hospital, St. Louis, Mo., says: “For
years wo have used it in this hospital, In dys-
pepsia and nervous diseases, and as a drink
during the decline and convalescence of lin-
gering fevers. It has the unanimous approv-
al of our medical staff.”
Tin: man who thought he could live on tho
“milk of human kindness” died in the poor-
house, of dysjiepsia.— r/iirnfM EV.
Lydia E. Pinkham’h Vegetable Compound
was first prepared in liquid form only: but
now it can die tent In dry forms by mall to
points where no druggist can readily be
reached, and to-day the Compound In lozenio-<
and pills finds its way to the foreign climes of
Europe and Asia. .
A wrong impresdon— Kissing your wife on
the back stairs in the dark, supposing her to
be the hired girl.— Il’tin/qn uimrrvcr.
The Secret of Life.
ScoviU’s Sarsaparilla, or Blood and Liver
Syrup, is tho remedy for the cure of scrofu-
lous taint, rheumatism, white swelling, gout,
goitre, consumption, bronchitis, nervous do-
WJity. malaria, and al! diseases aHBIhg from
ait imp ire condition of the blood. Certifi-
cates con le presented from many lending
physicians, ministers and beads of families
throughout the land indorsing ScoviU's Blood
and Liver Syrup in the. highest terms. Wo
f rat constantly in receipt p| /certificates of
cures rftira the most reliable sources; find, we
Important
When you visit or leave New York City,
save Bagiraco Expressage and Carriage Hire, atld
stay at the Grand Union Hotol, opposite Grand
Central Depot: r.00 elegant rooms fitted up at a
cost of one million dollars, reduced to Si and
upwards per day. European plan. Elevator.
Restaurant supplied with the Wat. Horse cabs,
stage, and elevated railroad to all depots. Fami-
lies can live better lor less money at the Grand
Union than at any first-class hotel in the city.
“Put up” at tho Gault House.
The business man or tourist Will find first-
class accommodations at the low price of $2
and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, Chica-
go. corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located In the center of the
city, only one block from tho Union Depot.
Elevator; all appointments first-class.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.
Curbo-llnoH.
Petroleum sheds its brilliant light,
In cot ami palace scon;
And on our heads its blessing bright,
From wondrous Carboline.
Mensman’s Peptonized Beef Tonic, the
only preparation of beef containing its en-
tire nutritious properties. It contains blood-
making. force-generating, and life-sustaining
properties; invaluable for Indigestion, dys-
pepsia, nervous prostration, and all forms of
general debility; also, In all entcebled condi-
tions, whether tho result of exhaustion, nerv-
ous prostration, over-work, or oouto disease,
particularly If resulting from pulmonary
complaints. Caswell, Hazard St Co., proprie-
tors, New York. Sold by druggists.
Editoks are probably cautious in lending
the indorsement ol their names and influence,
but Mr. John Hearn, of the Vmlcn Scntiml,
Sidney, ()., writes that Athlophoros gave his
wife more relief from rheumatism and ncii-
lalgiu than anything she had ever tried, and
she had tried everything, having suffered lor
Hi teen years. Price, $1 per bottle. If your
druggist hasn't it, send to Athlophoros Co.,
112 Wall street. N. Y.
Hav-Kkvek. loan recommend Ely's Cream
I’alm to all Hay-Fever sufferers; It is. in my
opinion, a sure cure. 1 was afflicted for
twenty-flVb years, and never before found
permanent relief.— W. H. Haskins, Marrh-
tleld, Vt.
Nervous Weakness, Dyspepsia, Sexual De-
bility, cured by “Weis’ Health Konewer.” $1.
Hay-Fkvkr. I have been a Hay-Fever suf-
ferer for three years: have often heard Ely’s
Cream Balm spoken of In tho highest terms.
I used It. and with tho most wonderful suc-
cess.— T. S. Gkkh, Syracuse, N. Y.
Bed-bugs, flies, roaches, ants, rats, mice,
cleared out by “ Hough on lints.” 15o.
Public speakers and singers use Plso’s Cure
for hoarseneis and weak lungs.
Stinging1, Irritation, Inflammation, all kidney and
urinary complaints, cured by “Buchu-Palba.’’ $L
Prso's Cure for Consumption is not only
pleasant to take, but it is sure to Ourc>
“Rough on Pain." Quick cure for Colic, Cramps,
Diarrhoa, Aches, Pains, Sprains, Headache.
Kidney Complaint Among Both Nexen and
Ages— A Brilliant Recovery.
Dr. David Kennedy, of Hondout, N. Y., is often con-
gratulated on the exceptional succesa of his medicine
called Favorite Remedy," in arresting and radically
curing these most painful and dangerous disorders.
Proofs of this, like the following, are constantly
brought to his attention, and are published by him
for tho sake of thousands of other sufferers whom ha
desires to roach and benefit. The letter, therefore,
may be of vital importance to you or to someone
whom you know. It is from one of the best known
and popular druggists in the fine and growing city
from which he writes-and doubtless where those
may find Mr. Crawford at his place of business on the
corner of Maine and Union streets :
, Spbinofield, Mats., March 22, 1881.
Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y.:
DearSir-For ten years I had been afflicted with Kid-
ney disease in its most acute fonu. What I suffered
must be left to the imagination— for no one can ap-
preciate it except who have gone through it. I re-
sorted to many physicians and to many different
kinds of treatment, and spent a great deal of money,
only to find myself older and worse than ever. I may
aay that I used 25 bottles of a preparation widely ad-
vertised aa a specific for this precisi sort of troubles,
and found it entirely uselesa-at least in my case.
Your TAVOR1TK REMEDY*— I say it with a perfect
recollection of all that was done forme besides— is the
only filing that did me the slightest good ; and I am
happy to admit that it gave roe permanent relief. T
have recommended •FAVORITE REMEDY" to many
people for Kidney disease, and they all agree with me
DR. JOHN BULL’S
FOR THE CURE OF
FEVER and AGUE
Or CHILLS and FEVER,
AND ALL MALARIAL DISEASES
The proprietor of thil celebrated medi-
cine justly elaimi for it fi superiority over
all remodloa over offered to the pablio for
the SAFE, CERTAIN, SPEEDY and PER-
MANENT oure of Ague and Fever, or Chille
and Fever, whether of short or long stand-
ing. He refers to the entire Western and
Southern country to bear him testimony to
the truth of the assertion that in no case
whatever will it fail to euro if tho direc-
tions are strictly followed and carried out.
In a great many oases a single dose has
been suffloient for a cure, and whole fami-
lies have beenouredby a single bottle, with
igeno
ad in every case
a perfect restoration dt the r&l health,
prudent.
more certain to oure, if its use is continued
It is, however,
iu smaller doses for a week or two after the
disease has been oheoked, more especially
‘ * mailin difficult and long-standing oases. Usu-
ally this medicine will not require any aid
to keep the bowels in good order. Should
the patient, however, roauire a oathartio
medicine, after having taken three or four
doses of theTonlo, a single doue of BULL'S
VEGETABLE FAMILY PILLS will be suf-
fleient
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA is the old and
reliable remedy for impurities of the blood
and Sorofulous affections— the King of
Blood Puriflors.
DR. JOHN BULL’S VEGETABLE WORM
DESTROYER is prepared in tho form of
candy drops, attraotivo to
pleasant to tho taste.
tho sight and
DR. JOHN BULL S
SMITH’S TONIC SYRUP,
. BULL’S SARSAPARILLA,
BULL’S WORM DESTROYER,
The Popular Remedies of the Day.
Priarlpal Office, 831 Main St., LOUISVILLE, K Y.
ui>or. UB Thejeloro It 1m important that roraeUiiU
mreiitM Hiiould in' at hand to be used in an emergency,
when we are made to feel the excruciating agonies o!
pain, or the depreSHing Influence of dineaHO.
Such a remedial agent exist* in that old Reliable
Family Remedy,
PERRY DAVIS1
PairrKiller
It was tho first and Is the only perma-
nent Pain Reliever.
ITS MEEITS AEE UNSUEPASSED.
There is nothing to equal it. In a few momenta it
nirea
Colic, Crumps, Spasms, Heartburn, DI-
arrlitra, Dysentery, Flux,
Dyspepsia, Sick
Headache.
It is found to
CURE CHOLERA
When nil other Remedies fail.
WHEN USED EXTERNAIXY, AS A LINIMENT,
nothing gives quicker em*e iu BuniN, CutsiiuwiuiKK ' * a o n K rus. ,
Bruise*, Niu-hIiim. Ntliip* from Insects, und
Scalds. It removes tho lire, and the wound heal*
• ..... :: u c, uuu wio nu mi m uia
like ordinary sores, lliose Buffering with lUieumu-
Usrn. Gout or Neundgia, if not n poaitive cure, they
find the PAIN-KILLER gives them relief when no
other remedy will. In sectiona of the country where
FEVER AND AGUE
Prevails there is no remedy held in creator eatcem.
Persons traveling should keep it by them.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
MASON & HAMLIN
100
HnLKHORGANS •22 TO•OOO.
HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL GREAT WORLD’S EX-
HIBITIONS FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS.
Only American Organ* Awarded Much at any.
For Cash, Eaiy Paymenla or Rented.
Upright Pianos
Improvement* one of greater value than any; scour-
in g -olios t pure, refined, musical tones and increased
durability; estteriaily avoiding liability to get out of
tune. Illustrated Catalogue* free.
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO CO.,
Ito,,on8irc^ti84V^K:i;^.E’ 14th
CATABRH hay-«ver.
F* IT J waH ajy,jctts| for
[twenty year*, during
,the month* of August
and Beptorober, with
Hay-Fever, and tried
jvariou* remedies with-
out relief. I was in-
duced to try Ely’*
Cream Balm ; have used
It with favorable re-
sult*, and can confi-
dently recommend It
do all.— Robert W.
Cream Balm is a
remedy founded on a
correct diagnosis of
andtills— disease,  canbe depended upon.
c. at drnggiat’*: Wc. by mall. Ram pie bottle by
lail.tOc. ELY BlUog., Druggist*, Owego, N. Y.
I E»RII»W£
k Addreaa VALENTIN
or Mtiort-Hand and Type
.•ere. Situation* fnrntsfiecL
E BROS.. Jans*Tl]le, Wl*.
flcea at Gothenburg, Neb., and Denver Junction. Ool.
feSIism
malL Stowell AO*
turn.
KIDDEB'8Pfl8RliE8.»£
“IMPOSE!
pPINTTilPS I
JT Jftjiii 1 IjXiO 1
• _ Your*, etc. LYMAN CRAWFORD
U*e
other*.
recommend it as- the best remedy for above'disease* * .
COUNTRY NEWSPAPERS
Supplied wuh'partiy.printed sheet* m the motisttia
Or person* of any profession who contemplate eatab-
liahing newspaper printing office* in Nebraska or
Dakota should commnnicata with Tan Sioux cm
News papes Ox ion, No. 216 DougUa g^reat, Sioux
City, lows, and save motley.
v r
• •LYDIA I. FINKHAM’8 • •
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
• • • IB A FOWTIVl CURB FOR • • •
All those painfal Complaints
•»n,d Weakneaioa •• enmmoa*
•••••• tsonr best ••••• •
• FEMALE P0PCLATI05. • •
trim II ti Bftfl mar Isanceftvm*
* It removes ^ ^
General Debility. I
get tiou. That fee II
and backache, la ah
KIDNEY- WOR
THE SURE CURE
FOB
KIDNEY DISEASES,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,
CONSTIPATION, PILES,
AND BLOOD DISEASES.
PHYSICIANS EIIOORSE IT HEARTILY.
“Kidney-Wort la the moat auootsafUl remedy
I ever uacd." Dr. P. 0. Ballou, Monktoa, VU
“Kidnay-Wort la olwaya reliable.”
Dr. R. If. Clark, So. Hero, Vt.
“Kidney -Wort haa cured my w ifo after two yoani
oufTbrlng.” Dr. 0. M. Summerlin, Sun UiU, Os.
IN THOUSANDS OP OASES
it ha* wired rhero all cUe had failed. It ! mild,
buteffleiont, CERTAIN IN ITS ACTION, but
hnrmlcca in all oaaea.
LWlt cleonsea the Bleed and StreigtheM acd
glvee New Life to all the Important organa of
the body. The natural action of the Kidneys is
ret to rod. The Liver Is eleonasd of all disease,
and tho Bowels move freely and healthfully.
In this way tho wont dlaeasw are eradicated
from the system. _
Pilot, M OO UQCID at DEI, HLO IT DBCOCIITS.
Dry can be sent by moll.
WELLS, RICHARDSON 4 CO. Burlington Vt.
KIDNEY-WORT
mrmfwn
ARE YOU
BILIOUS?
If you feel dull, drowsy,
have frequent headache,
mouth tastes bad, poor appe-
tite, tongue coated, you are
troubled with torpid liver or
“ biliousness.” Why will you
suffer, when a few bottles of
Hops and Malt Bitters will
cure you ? Do not be per-
suaded to try something else
said to be just as good. For
sale by all dealers.
HOPS & MALT
BITTERS CO.,
DETROIT, MICH.
HS
i*
hS
A Th# 0,dMt Medicine In the Worid it
  probaWy Dr. Isaac Thompson’s 11
Uelebrated Eye Watell
John L. Thompson, Sons St Co., Troy. N. Y
THE TIFFIN KW
MACHINERY!
For Horse or Steam Power
Huddreda of the beet men in 80 States
and Territories um it tad will have no
other I
RELIABLEI DURABLE! SIMPLE!
guerx«. Addreea
LOOMIS St NYMAN, Tiffin, Ohio.
The Buyers’ Guide ia issued Sept,
and March, each year: 224 pages, 8}xll}
inches, with over 3,300 illustrations—
a whole picture gallery. Gives wholesale
prices direct to consumers on all goods for
personal or family use.
Tells how to order, and
gives exact m cost of ev-
erything you m use, drink,
cat, wear, or have fun
with. These invaluable
hooks contain information cleaned from
the markets of the world. We will mail
a copy Free to any address upon receipt
of the postage— 8 cents. Let us hear
from you. Respectfully,
Consumption Can Bo Cured.
DR.
WM.
FOR THE
LUNGS
.BALSAM
Influ-
prevent* the
PISO S CUR £ FGi
-.1 V:
C.N.lt
WHEN WRITING TO
 ™ RAF B®
11 till* paper.
wU^SWiiSS
*• 'H
Tfcla spM« if rMtrvtd for th« Wi
ChrUtUm T«mp«nuioe Union.
W. g. ®. »«.
Hiicellineoni Item.
The following, from the New York
TribuM, ihows high stendard In the morel
sentiment of one of the foremost political
Journals of the day: “The saloon is an in-
stitution which makes the poor con-
tinually. If only half the annual expendi-
tures of the wage-earning classes upon
drink were saved, the elevation of those
classes would proceed by leaps and
bounds. The saloon, however, is ever ly-
ing in wait for the weak of the social
wage earner. In this great city on any of
the main avenues, he cannot walk a block
without passing a manufactory of misery.
At every turn the purveyor of drink en-
tices him, gets between him and his fami-
ly, between him and bis manhood, be-
tween him and his happiness. The per-
vading Influence of rum pursues the slaves
of appetite unceasingly, and makes their
lives a constant struggle or a succession of
disastrous falls. This subtle, prevalent
influence is the bitterst curse that rests
upon modern civilization, and it will de-
stroy civilization if it is not itself de-
stroyed. For the discontent, tne anarchic
tendencies, the seditious doctrines, the
dangerous dispositions that are manifest-
ing in centres of population, together with
the vices of administration which alarm
the thoughtful, and the difficulties in the
way of reform which are due to the in
tractability ef the material dealt with— all
have their spring and origin in the habit
of drinking, that potent drink influence,
which baffles the enthusiasm of the re-
former and laughs to scorn the appeals of
religion, of reason, of self respect. This
evil influence is degrading and brutalizing
society, and progress will be slow and un-
satisfactory until a public opinion Is
forfned which refused to palter with the
abuse longer.” ,
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never v«rlep. A marvel of pnrlty,
strength and wholepomeneps. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
85-18t.
Yan Oort & Beeowtes
Successors to W. C. ME LIS.
are selling and keep for sale some very fine
COOKING STOVES,
AND RANGES.
A VERY RADICAL CHANGE
has been made in the stock of goods at the One-Price Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON, HOLLAND, MICH.
A large and very fine stock of
F-A-LLi C L O T H 1 3ST (3-
Las just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures. We also have a stock of
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the City.
Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of
Spring Dress Goods, New Style of Prints, i Dress Patterns.
HATS AND CPS. Towsli ngs, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicos
in an endless number of styles and designs.
A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
OOIMIB BAR/L'Y' ^ d CxET BEST BAH/OAXiLTS
Holland, Mich., Aug. 6th, 1884.
A large stock of
SilLS, CUSS l CUM,
An Editor's Trioute.
Thereon P. Keator, Editor of Ft.
Wayne, Ind., Gazette, writes: “For the
post five years have always used Dr.
King’s New Discovery, for coughs »f most
severe character, as well as for those of a
milder type. It never fails to effect a
speedy cure. My frieuds to whom 1 have
recommended it speak of it in same
high terms. Having been cured by it of
every cough 1 have had for five years, I
consider it the only reliable and sure cure
for coughs, colds, etc.” Call at H.
Walsh’s drug store and get a trial bottle.
Large size $1.00.
The latest in dress for gentlemen is the
“Father Hubbard.” Simply drop the
. suspenders and wear the shirt loose over
the top of your pants and you have the
“Father Hubbard.’’— Er.
Bait Baking Fowdor. Interesting Tests
made by (Government Chemists.
Dr. Edward G. Love, the present ana-
lytical chemist for the government, has
recently made some interesting experi-
ments as to the comparative value ef bak-
ing powders. Dr. Love’i teats were made
to determine what brands are the most
economical to use, and as their capacity
lies in their leavening power, teste were
directed solely to ascertain the available
gas of each powder. Dr. Love’s report
gives the following:
Name of the Strength cab. inches gas
Baking Powders. per tach ounce Pow der.
“Royal” (cream tartar powder) .............. 127.4
“P&tapsco” (atom powder) ................. 125.2
“RamtordV (phosphate) fresh .............. 122.5*
“RamfonTs” (Phosphate) old ............... 82.7*
“Hanford's None Snch, fresh .............. 121.6
“Hanford's None Such,” old ................ M.85
“Redhead’s” .............................. 1170
“Cham” (alom powder) ............. 116.8
“Amazon, (alnm powder) ................. 111.9*
“Cleveland’s" short weight li oz.) .......... 110.8
“Sea Foam” ................................. 107.9
••Czar” ..................................... 106.8
“Dr. Price’s” ..... .......................... 102.6
“Snow Flake” (Groff's St. Paul) ............. 101.88
“Lewis’s” Condensed ........................ 98.2
“Congress” yeast ............................ 97 5
“Pearl” ........... 23.2
— “u E. Andrews A Co. ’a” (contain* alum). . . 78.17
“Hecker’a” ........................ i ......... 915
“Gilleta” ................................... 84.2
“Bulk” ..................................... 80.5
*Iu his report the government chemist says: “I
regard all alum powders as very unwholesome.
Phosphate and Tartaric acid powders liberate
their gat too freely in process of baking, or under
varying climatic change* suffer deterioration.”
Dr. H. A. Mott, the former Govern-
ment Chemist, after a careful and elabor-
ate examination of the various baking
powders of commerce, reported to the
government in favor of the Royal brand.
A circus clown and a political candi-
date are alike. Both make fools ef them-
selves In the canvass. _ .
Cure for Croup.— Use pr. Thornes’ Ec-
lectric Oil. it is the best remedy for all
sudden attacks ef colds, pain and inflam-
mation, and injuries.
It costa nearly double to manufacture
DeLand’s Chemical Baking Powuer,
which la made from Cream Tartar and
Soda only, than it does those filled with
starch, flour and other dead weights.
Some manufacturers, to avoid the expense
of Cream Tartar, use Ammonia, Alum,
Tartartic Add, Ac. You can detect tbs
impure ones by belling in water a small
quantity. The ammonia will produce an
odor; alum alio, and taste oltter, and the
staich and filling will net disappear, while
Cream Tartar and Seda will leave clear
water.
always on hand.
Wc have a large assortment of
Paint 1 Calcimine Brushes.
SPRING
HAS OOME
AGENTS
- and -
wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidents of the U. S. The
1 largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice our
price. The fastest selling book in America. Im-
mense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want it. Any one can become a successful agent.
Terms free. Hallet Hook Co.. Portland. Maine.
ALABASTINE
in all shades.
Gardem Faming Tools.
The best of ' '
Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
and While Lead.
can be obtained of us.
We keep all kinds of
G.YANPBTTEN&SONS
have received a large Spring stock of
goods, consisting of
Dress Goods>
Cottons.
Tickings.
Prints, and
Ginghams.
Hos ieryi
Cm sets.
Hamburg Edgings.
LADIES' AND GENTS’ HANDKERCHIEFS,SILK COTTOUST!
GENTS’ NECKWEAR t
A full stock of
G-BOCBBIES
always on baud.
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland, Mich.. March 27, 1884.
Otto Breyman
f ACTS REGARDING
| Dr. tor's Iron Ionic,
It Will purify and enrich the BLOODt regulate
the LIVER and KIDNEYS, uiidJttfiTORR Till
HEALTH and VIGOR of YOUTH! In those
diseases requiring a certain and eihclen TOMC,
especially Dyspepsia. Want of Appetite. Indiges-
tion, Lack of Btrenalh. etc.. It# me is 'narked
with Immediate ana wonderful results. Hones,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Brain Power.
 a suilerliiK Iron, all complaints
L AUlCO peculiar to their sex will find In
DR. HARTER’S IRON TONIC a safe and speedy
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
T“e strongest testimony to the 5,t1jn-
IIx. item's litox Tonic is that frequent attempts
at counterfeiting have only added to the popular-
itv of the original. If you earnestly desire health
do not experiment— get the Okioinal and BEST.
/Sand your addraMtoTheDr Hortar MmfCo A
 St. Louis, Mo., for oar DREAM BOOK. 
\FaUof strange and useful Information, free.#
Or. Harter's Iron Tonic is tor 8al« by am
Druooists and Dealers Everywhere.
8-ly
TUTT’S
PILLS
TORPID BOWELS,
DISORDERED LIVER,
and MALARIA.
From these sources arise thre j-:ourths ol
the diseases of the human race. These
Eymptomslndicatothoirexistencc : Loss ol
Appetite, Bowels ooitlve, Sick Head*
ache, ftillneag after eating, aversion to
exertion of body or mind, Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, Low
spirits, A feeling of having neglected
some duty, Dizziness, Flattering at the
Heartipots before tha eyes, highly col-
ored Urine, CONSTIPATION; and de-
mand the use of a remedy that acts directly
on the Liver, AsaLIver medicine TUTT’S
PILLS have no equaL Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin Is also prompt ; removing
all Impurities through these three ** scav-
engers of the system,** producing appe*
tite, sound digestion, regular stools, a clear
skin and a vigorous body. TUTT’S PULLS
cause no nausea or griping nfr interfere
with dally work and are a perfect
ANTIDOTE TO MALARIA.
Bold everywhere, 95e. Office, 44 Murray 6 t.,N . Y.
TUTTS HAIR DYE.
Gray Hint or Whiskers changed in-
stantly to a Glossy Black bv a single ap.
plication of this Dye. Sold by Druggists,
or sent by express on receipt of $1.
Office, 44 Murray Street, New York.
mrs MANUAL OF USEFUL RECEIPTS FREE.
XX. BOOXTE,
-Dealer in-
Bailed Pence Wire Jewelry Watches,
- DIAMONDS,
iilremti, flatedra, and fauj Goods.
COPPEK, TIN, AND IKON WARE,
WHIPS, PUMPS,
GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,
CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND
GLASS, ETC., ETC.
GIVE US A CALL.
We protnlee prompt and gentlemanly treatment
and good bargains, to all who trade with n«.
VAN OORT. & BEEUWKES.
Holland, Mlcb., April 2, 1884. 42-tf
a week at home, t5.00 ontfit free. Pay ab-
aolntely sure. No risk. Capital not re-
quired. Reader, If you want baslnew at
which persons of either se, yonng or old,
can make great pay all the time they work, with
absolute certainty, write for particulars to H. Hal*
lrtt A Co., Portland Maine.
Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made in the conditions of a
certain mortgage dated May Fourth (4th), A. D.
1870, and exeented by Robert Akcrly and Sary C.
his wife, to George W. Joscelyn, and recorded
Angnst second (2na). A. D. 1870, in the office of
' “ " ter of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michl-
ber 11 of Mortgages, on page 404, upon
— _ __ irtgsge there is claimed to be due, at the
date of this notice, four hundred and ninety-
seven dollars and nineteen cents (S497.19,) and
no suit or proceedings at Jaw or in equity having
been instituted to recover the debt or any pm
thereof seenred by said mortgage, now. therefore, by
virtue of the power of sale in said mortgage
contained, and of the statute in snch esse made
and provided, notice ia hereby given that on the
Thirtieth day of September, 1884,
at one o’clock in the afternoon of said day, at the
Gold and Silver Watches at Bea-
sonable Prices*
. The largest assortment of
DIAMONID BINGS
ever displayed in this City.
Clipped from Canada PrabyUrian, un-
der &n*tort of C. Blackett Roblnao*,
Propr, : Iwaacuredof bilious headaches
b/ Burdock Blood Bitten,
due, to the highest bidder the^pmsItM in said
saUsfysaid debt and°th?int5reat an? expense
of this advertisement and sale, vis.: The
aoitheaat quarter (K) of the northwest qaarter (14)
and the southwest quarter (J4) of the northeast
quarter 04) of section three (8), town five (5), north
of range sixteen (16) west, lying in the town of
Ho.lsn^OtUwa(^»tfefich!^jo8ciLTW
Holland, Michigan, Jane 0, A. D. m^tCiSw
The above sale is adjourned to October 14, 1864,
st one o’clock p. m., of said date si the same
Dines.
GIORGI W. JOSCILTN. Morigw.
Holla**, Mich* Bsptsaabec 89, IVi.
I alio keep on'.hand a large assortment of
SPECTACLES
—and a—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
All the Goods are warranted
to he just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairing; and Jengraving
promptly and in the best manner.
Conte and examine our stock. N
trouble to show Goods.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland. Mich., May 12, 1884. 48-ly
FIRST WARD
Drug Store.
JR. B. BEST, M, D,,Propfr.
\ i, (
Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription
clerk, has charge, and will be found at all hours,
ready to compound prescriptions in a thoroughly
raliable manner.
A complete assortment of
I OUTOr ORDER.
p»
*40 Ul
NO EQ1^
HOMS
The oldest established Stable In the city.
On Market Street, near Eighth*
I have the newest and best HEARSE In this
city, with the finest horses and carriages for funeral
purposes, which I will furnish
as cheap, if not cheaper
than any party in this city.
Bollard, July 28th. 1882.
H. BOONE.
25-1 f
FREE!
. RELUBLE SELF-CURE.
A favorite preecriptlon of pne of the
«d and anooemrafapeelallsta in the U S.
ired) for the care of Narawaia JPaMIMy.
in plain sealed env*
sre w x/avtutr ,
___ ___
Address DR. WARP A CO., Louisiana, Me,
JAS. HUNTLEYr
jrflHG
* NION SQUARE NEW YORK.
^***0
*• ILU w MASS. 0^
FOR SALE Tf
Ivsrythinija^rt^ngt^^^^drug store
OtXVJB X7S A. OJLTtLt.
B. B. BIST,
Holland, Mich,, June 27, 1684.
MEYER, BROUWER CO.,
i— lm iamm m,
BTXHXAX* O.A.SJCSTS.
RItt Steo HoIImJi Mloha
/
V-
Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings fin- ^
ished and completed.
Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.
Stairs, Hand Ruling, Sash
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings
Brackets, etc. made and
furnished.
Office and ik$p on River Street,
near the corner of Tenth Street,
JAS. HUNTLEY.
Holland, M»t 27, 1888. H-tl.
